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ABSTRACT
Constant Voltage Hot-Wire Anemometry for the Boundary Layer Data System
Hon Yee Li
To continue the development of the Boundary Layer Data System (BLDS), a
constant voltage hot-wire anemometer (CVA) is implemented into the BLDS for flighttesting. The hot-wire anemometer was chosen as an alternative to the traditional pressure
probe because of the ability to measure both average velocity and fluctuating velocity
within the boundary layer. Previous work done on the benchtop has led to the design of
miniaturization, flight-capable hardware for the BLDS. The next step in the development
of the BLDS – CVA calls for quantifying the accuracy of the boundary layer
measurements measured by the CVA system. To do this, numerous turbulent boundary
layer velocity and fluctuating velocity profiles were taken on a flat-plate at various
speeds within the Cal Poly 2x2 wind tunnel with both the traditional pressure probe and
the CVA. These test resulted showed agreement between the hot-wire and pressure probe
data. Once this was completed the new CVA hardware was tested along with the new
software that was written for the BLDS – CVA. In addition, due to the limited memory
space onboard the BLDS – CVA, an approximation had to be developed to convert the
average voltage data from the BLDS – CVA to the average velocity data due to the nonlinear calibration function. The approximation developed was able to match the exact
values from a traditional calibration. Lastly, due to the inability to perform a laboratory
calibration of the hot-wire at altitude, where the conditions differ significantly from the
ground conditions, a new procedure for hot-wire calibration was developed. The method
developed was validated through wind tunnel testing and a computer thermal/electric
model. With the completion of this work, the BLDS – CVA is ready for flight-testing.
Keywords: Hot-wire, constant voltage anemometer, laminar, turbulent, boundary
layer, BLDS, calibration, temperature drift correction
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NOMENCLATURE
𝐶!

=

Local coefficient of skin friction

𝑑

=

Outer diameter of pressure probe, inches

𝐷

=

Diameter of wire on the hot-wire probe, 𝜇𝑚

𝐸

=

Mean voltage output from HWA, V

𝐸!

=

Mean voltage output from HWA in the freestream, V

𝐼!

=

Hot-wire probe current, V or mA

𝑘

=

Exponent for inverted calibration curve power law

𝑘!

=

Thermal conductivity of air at film temperature, W/m-K

𝑁𝑢

=

Nusselt Number

𝑂𝐻𝑅 =

Traditional overheat ratio, ratio of hot to cold probe resistance

𝑃

Constant offset coefficient for inverted calibration curve power law,

=

kPa or mm Hg
𝑃!

=

Ambient pressure, kPa or mm Hg

𝑄

=

Multiplier coefficient for inverted calibration curve power law

𝑅𝑒

=

Reynolds number

𝑅𝑒!

=

Reynolds number of film

𝑅!

=

HWA fixed circuit resistor, 5000 Ω in CVA prediction model

𝑅!

=

HWA fixed circuit resistor, 50 Ω in CVA prediction model

𝑅!

=

CVA circuit resistor, 1000 Ω in CVA prediction model

𝑅!

=

Resistance of probe connections in anemometer circuit, Ω

𝑅!

=

Resistance (hot) of hot-wire probe at operating temperature, Ω

𝑅!

=

Resistance (cold) of hot-wire probe at ambient temperature, Ω
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𝑇!

=

Film Temperature, ℃ or K

𝑇!

=

Ambient fluid temperature, ℃ or K

𝑢

=

Mean velocity, m/s

𝑢′

=

Mean fluctuating velocity, m/s

𝑢!

=

Shear velocity, m/s

𝑈!

=

Freestream velocity, m/s

𝑉!

=

Voltage source powering HWA circuit, V

𝑉!

=

Op-amp output from prototype CVA system, V

𝑉!

=

Voltage output from the Pitot tube differential pressure transducer, V

𝑉!

=

Op-amp output voltage for simplified circuit in literature, V

𝑉!  

=

Hot-wire probe voltage set-point, V

𝑉!,!"   =

Voltage input by BLDS – CVA circuitry to the hot-wire probe, V

𝑉!,!"#   =

Voltage observed across the hot-wire probe on BLDS – CVA, V

𝑥

=

Distance from where the boundary layer starts forming, inches

𝑦

=

Distance perpendicular to the surface, inches

𝑧

=

Variables contributing to the measurement uncertainty analysis

𝛿

=

Boundary layer thickness, inches

𝛿∗

=

Displacement thickness, inches

𝜇!

=

Air viscosity at film, N-s/m2

𝜌!

=

Air density of film, kg/m3

𝜃

=

Momentum thickness, inches
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a version of the Boundary Layer Data
System (BLDS) that incorporates a constant-voltage hot-wire anemometer. The addition
of hot-wire anemometry would expand the capability of the BLDS by adding the ability
to measure both average velocities and velocity fluctuations with a single device. The
addition of a hot-wire anemometer to the BLDS builds on previous work at Cal Poly
which demonstrated the potential of the Constant Voltage Anemometer (CVA) to satisfy
the requirements for a flight-capable hot-wire approach needed for BLDS. The challenges
for the current work include:
•

Evaluating the accuracy of CVA measurements of boundary layer mean and
fluctuating velocity profiles

•

Testing of the new, miniaturized hardware required by the BLDS – CVA and
developing the new software to be required for the BLDS – CVA

•

Answering the question of “How to compute the boundary layer data using the
averaged measured values of input current saved by the BLDS instead of the ‘raw’
values of input current measured from the hot-wire anemometer?” due to a limitation
in data capacity of the BLDS

•

Solving the in flight hot-wire anemometer calibration problem.
The big picture goal of this project is to use BLDS to make measurements of

boundary layer characteristics in flight to support the development of aircrafts, such as
High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) aircraft, that have substantial region of laminar
flow over the wing. Laminar flow is important in these aircrafts because it minimizes the
drag force through the reduction of skin friction drag. This allows for increase fuel
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efficiency and therefore save fuel or increase the duration of HALE aircraft’s flights.
Several hours can be added to the flight duration of an aircraft by having laminar flow
present over a significant portion of the wing instead of having turbulent flow. This is
simply because laminar flow has significantly less skin friction drag than turbulent flow.
When comparing the skin friction drag of laminar flow to that of turbulent flow, the skin
friction drag of laminar flow is 10 – 20% of that of turbulent flow. With skin friction drag
accounting for approximately half of the total drag of an aircraft, and assuming half of
that is contributed by the wing, the drag due to having laminar flow over a wing can
decrease the amount of total drag of an aircraft by 10 - 15% [1].
Due to this fact, many engineers use theory-based analysis, numerical models, and
wind tunnel testing in order to ensure that the aircraft of interest does achieve laminar
flow where practical. However, computational models seldom predict an accurate
transition point between laminar and turbulent flow and data from wind tunnel testing is
very sensitive to the testing conditions. In addition, it is very difficult to simulate
environmental test conditions experienced in flight in a wind tunnel environment. As a
result, there is no guarantee that the aircraft will achieve laminar flow where expected
and the performance benefits due to laminar flow cannot be credited for unless it is
observed directly during the aircraft’s normal in flight operation. To confirm that laminar
flow is observed over the wing where expected, a device known as the BLDS can be
implemented during test flights.
The BLDS is one of two devices that have been developed and improved on since
2005 to measure boundary layer characteristics on the surface of aircrafts or flight-borne
models [2]. The second of the two devices is the Preston Tube Data System (PTDS). The
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PTDS solely measures boundary layer data right on the surface using fixed-position
probes, whereas the BLDS incorporates a stage that can move a probe within the
boundary layer [3]. Both of these devices are flight ready, self-contained, and do not
require mechanical modification of the aircraft or model’s surface. The current version of
the PTDS measures the boundary layer data by using three pressure probes. One is a
surface static pressure probe known as a Sproston-Goskel probe [4], the second is a
freestream total pressure probe, and the third is a surface total pressure probe known as a
Preston tube [5]. With the use of the three probes mentioned above, plus temperature
measured with its on-board sensor, the local skin friction and the corresponding drag
force due to skin friction can be computed. Using this information, it can be determined if
the flow is laminar, turbulent, or in the transition region. In addition, the flow temperature
can be measured with the onboard temperature sensor and the local pressure can be
calculated using a single point calibration in conjunction with the pressure data measured
by the Sproston-Goskel probe. The BLDS, on the other hand, differs from the PTDS
because of its ability to capture a complete boundary layer velocity profile. With a
complete boundary layer velocity profile, the boundary layer thickness, displacement
thickness, and momentum thickness can be computed in addition to the local skin friction
coefficient and drag force due to skin friction. This is achieved by attaching a probe onto
a stage that allows for the probe to move throughout the boundary layer and the flow. In
the current version of BLDS [6], the probe on the stage can be a total pressure probe, a
Conrad probe [7], or a rotatable probe [8]. As with the PTDS, the BLDS also has a
temperature sensor that can measure the local flow temperature and the local static and
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freestream pressures are obtained using the same fixed probes and sensors as used by the
PTDS.

	
  
Figure 1.1. Boundary Layer Data System (BLDS) with total pressure probe.

	
  
Figure 1.2. Preston Tube Data System (PTDS).

Although the current BLDS version has the capabilities to adopt different probes
as mentioned above, the addition of hot-wire anemometry for BLDS would give the
additional capability of measuring velocity fluctuations. This extra bit of information
would quantify the turbulence intensities present within the boundary layer, allowing for
explicit determination of the laminar/turbulent state of the boundary layer. To measure
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velocity fluctuations accurately in all possible scenarios in a boundary layer, the probe
used to measure velocity fluctuations has to have a frequency response as high as the
velocity fluctuations seen in turbulent boundary layers. This is due to turbulent boundary
layers having the highest velocity fluctuation frequency. A study done by Wazzan [9]
with the Blasius flat plate boundary layer profile has shown that velocity fluctuation in a
turbulent boundary layer can fluctuate up to a frequency of 5,720 Hz for a freestream
velocity of 𝑈! = 50  𝑚/𝑠 at a distance 𝑥 = 1.1  𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 from where the turbulent
boundary layer starts forming. At a distance further downstream, at 𝑥 = 10  𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠, the
velocity fluctuation frequency drops off significantly to around 2,000 Hz. These
characteristics of a turbulent boundary layer makes hot-wire anemometry a primary
choice for the BLDS to achieve the ability to measure velocity fluctuations in a boundary
layer. Hot-wires anemometers have the ability to capture these fluctuations as they have a
frequency response of up to 100,000 Hz. However, the actual frequency response of the
hot-wire varies depending on the type of system used to operate the hot-wire and there
are three systems to choose from.

	
  
Figure 1.3. Preston Tube Data System (PTDS).

The three types of hot-wire anemometers systems are the Constant Current
Anemometer (CCA), Constant Voltage Anemometer (CVA), and the Constant
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Temperature Anemometer (CTA). In the CCA, the circuit is developed to keep the
current constant across the hot-wire. This is necessary because the resistance of the hotwire changes as the temperature of the wire changes. The idea of keeping the current
across the hot-wire constant in the CCA is the similar for the CVA and the CTA.
However, instead of keeping the current constant, the CVA keeps the voltage across the
hot-wire constant and the CTA keeps the temperature of the hot-wire constant.
In order to evaluate which of these three systems is the best solution for the BLDS,
a comprehensive study was done previously on the benchtop by Will Neumeister [10].
Table 1.1 provides a summary of the characteristics of each system for a sample
measurement situation.
Table 1.1. Comparison summary between CCA, CTA, and CVA. Parameters quoted for 3.8 micron
diameter, platinum coated tungsten hot-wire probe at STP conditions, U = 50 m/s and OHR = 1.8
[10].

Time Constant
(ms)

Sensitivity
(mV/(m/s))

Half-Amp. (-3 dB)
Cut-Off Frequency

CCA

≈ 0.33

≈ 15

≈ 800 Hz

CVA

≈ 0.13

≈6

≈ 2200 Hz

CTA

< 0.05

≈9

≈ 100 kHz

Set-Up & Tuning
Set Current Level,
Tune Bridge
Set Voltage Level
Set Overheat, Tune
Bridge, Square Wave
Test

The CCA method was found to provide a simple electrical circuit and has the
!"

highest sensitivity of all three methods at 15 !/!. However, due to the nature of the
circuitry, it is prone to hot-wire burnout and requires a manual tuning of the bridge in the
electrical circuit to achieve best frequency response. This poses a huge problem during
the operation of the BLDS which is a self-contained device, autonomous device so it is
impractical to tune the bridge on the CCA circuit during the flight. Furthermore, the
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frequency response of the CCA is poor: attenuation of frequencies above 800 Hz for the
sample measurement situation would not provide sufficient frequency response to
measure accurate velocity fluctuation data.
The CTA method provides the highest frequency response of up to 100,000 Hz
and has no risk of wire burnout. However, the CTA requires a manual setting of the
overheat ratio (𝑂𝐻𝑅) and careful tuning of the bridge using a square wave test signal to
achieve stable operation and best frequency response. This requirement for manual tuning
makes CTA impractical for use with BLDS.
Lastly, the CVA method provides better frequency response than CCA and has
the key advantage that it requires no manual tuning of its constant-voltage control
circuitry -- it only requires the setting of the wire voltage. However this method requires
the user to ensure that the voltage setting is not high enough to cause hot-wire burn-out.
In addition, an increase of flow speed causes the 𝑂𝐻𝑅 to decrease and this lowers both
the frequency response and sensitivity of the hot-wire. Notwithstanding its disadvantages,
it was found that the CVA was the best solution for the BLDS because of the
performance characteristics of the CVA and the ability to develop solutions to reduce the
effects of the disadvantages explained in this paragraph. The solutions to these
disadvantages will be addressed in later chapters of this thesis. Conversely, the
disadvantages from using the CCA or the CTA are difficult to overcome and not practical
due to the solution defeating the purpose of the BLDS being a self-contained device.
The CVA is a system developed by Sarma in 1990 [11] and the circuit design can
be seen below in Figure 1.4. Where 𝑅! represents any lead resistance used to connect the
hot-wire, 𝑅! , to the CVA circuit. In most cases 𝑅! is significantly smaller than 𝑅! . The
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way the CVA circuit works is that the user specifies the desired voltage, 𝑉! , across the
hot-wire, through selection of resistance values for 𝑅! and 𝑅! in the CVA circuit and the
voltage source, 𝑉! . The relationship between these values can be seen in equation (1.1)
here and derived as seen in [12], [13]
	
  
	
  

𝑉! =
	
  

𝑅!
𝑉 .  	
  
𝑅! !

(1.1)
	
  

As flow is introduced around the hot-wire, the hot-wire resistance decreases dramatically
due to the increase in heat transfer coefficient as the main heat transfer mode switching
from natural convection to forced convection. The drop in resistance for a constant
current, results in the voltage across the hot-wire to drop. As the voltage in the hot-wire
drops, the op-amp in the circuit signals the voltage source to allow more current to flow
so it compensates for the drop in resistance and brings the voltage across the hot-wire
back to the specified value. This can be seen through Ohm’s law
	
  
	
  

	
  

𝑉! = 𝐼! (𝑅! + 𝑅! ).  	
  

(1.2)
	
  

With the way the circuit naturally compensates for the change in resistance of the hotwire, it helps with wire burnout by decreasing the voltage output in the circuit if the
velocity of the flow drops around the hot-wire. However, the voltage output will only
drop back down to the minimum voltage needed to keep the wire voltage constant with
no flow. So careful calculation in the choice of the wire voltage, 𝑉! , should be taken
before operating the CVA in different ambient conditions. In addition, the nature of the
circuit allows for improvement of the frequency response over the CCA, but it still
cannot achieve the high frequency response seen in the CTA. Furthermore, as specified
before, keeping the wire voltage constant does not keep the 𝑂𝐻𝑅 constant, which
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changes the sensitivity and the frequency response of the hot-wire throughout any
measurement scenario wherein flow velocity varies.

	
  
Figure 1.4. Schematic of a simplified CVA circuit.

To complete the full integration of the CVA system into the BLDS, wind tunnel
experiments are to be performed along with the support of the thermal/electric model of
the CVA developed by Will Neumeister [10], [14]. First, the evaluation of the accuracy
of the CVA was completed using the benchtop CVA electronics. This was done by
comparing the data from the CVA boundary layer velocity profile against a proven
method, the total pressure (Pitot) probe, as well as published data. The results from this
study will be presented in the following chapter. In the succeeding chapter, the changes
made to the BLDS hardware and software will be thoroughly explained along with the
results from testing the hardware and software. This includes the operation of the
miniaturized CVA circuit for BLDS, called the CVA Daughter Board, the software
changes needed to allow for the CVA operation, measurement and storage of the velocity
fluctuation data, and the hardware changes needed to ensure accurate measurement of the
fluctuating velocity flow data. In addition, the mathematical formulation developed to
address the limited memory space on the BLDS – CVA will be presented. This method
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was verified by comparing the boundary layer data results from using the “raw data” and
the boundary layer data results from using the averaged data with the mathematical
formulation. In the final chapter, the problem of calibrating a hot-wire for in flight
conditions will be presented and addressed. The solution to this problem was verified by
comparing boundary layer data results from various wind tunnel tests and theoretically
with the thermal/electric CVA model.
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2. BENCHTOP CVA MEASUREMENTS IN A BOUNDARY LAYER
2.1.

Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate if the CVA for its intended application for laminar/turbulent

boundary layer, its measurements were compared to those from a traditional total
pressure probe within the turbulent boundary layer on the surface of a flat plate. For this
evaluation, the benchtop CVA electronics were used, with the CVA output read by a
laptop computer through a USB-connected analog-to-digital converter. The test was
conducted in Cal Poly’s Mechanical Engineering Fluids Lab using the 2-foot by 2-foot
wind tunnel. The wind tunnel has the ability to achieve a maximum velocity of 110 mph,
or 50  𝑚/𝑠, but the boundary layer profile data will be measured in the 𝑈! =   22 −
47  𝑚/𝑠 range. The data was taken with the following test setup: a 0.02 inch diameter trip
wire spanning the width of the 3 foot long, 2 foot wide flat plate 3 inches downstream of
the leading edge, the pressure probe and hot-wire located 28 inches behind the leading
edge, and a Pitot-static probe located 6 inches from the ceiling of the test section with the
static port lined up with the pressure probe and hot-wire sensor. In addition, the flat plate
has four washers on each of the rearmost supports to tilt the flat plate nose down at an
angle of 0.58 degrees and a flap on the trailing edge. These two features are present on
the flat plate in the test setup to create a slight favorable pressure gradient in the test
section to ensure attached laminar flow at the sharp leading edge of the flat plate. The test
setup for the CVA can be seen in Figure 2.1.1 - Figure 2.1.3 below.
The pressure probe experiment has the exact same setup, however, instead of the
hot-wire being mounted to the stage, the pressure probe takes the place of the hot wire.
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Figure 2.1.1. Schematic of CVA experimental setup used to collect a turbulent boundary layer profile.
(Note: Figure not to scale)
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Figure 2.1.2. Electronics setup for the CVA benchtop turbulent boundary layer tests.
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Figure 2.1.3. Motorized stage, hot-wire probe, and Pitot-static probe setup for benchtop CVA
turbulent boundary layer tests.

The data acquisition program used in this experiment is National Instruments
LabView and the data acquisition device used is the NI USB-6009, connected to a laptop
computer using a USB interface. The program written for collecting the CVA voltage
outputs in LabView was originally created by Will Neumeister [10] and improved on by
the author. For the experiments shown in this chapter, the program was instructed to take
1,000 data points for 5 seconds at each location point. Then the program sends a
command to the stepper motor to move a user-specified 40 encoder counts (0.01575
inches) upwards from the previous position. This is done for a user specified 50 positions.
The program also waits for a conservative, user specified, 5 seconds in between positions
to allow the hot-wire to adjust to the new flow conditions. The program’s user interface
can be seen below in Figure 2.1.4. The pressure probe used had an OD of
𝑑 = 0.0325  𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 and the TSI 1210-T1.5 hot-wire was used. The TSI 1210-T1.5 hot-
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wire has a diameter of 𝐷 = 3.8  𝜇𝑚 and a cold resistance of 𝑅! = 6.05  Ω cold at
𝑇! = 21.4℃. The pressure sensor used to measure the differential pressure between the
total pressure and static pressure was the Setra 239 digital pressure transducer and the
voltage output was recorded by the NI USB-6009 which provided an A/D range of
0 − 5𝑉 and 14 bits of resolution. The CVA was set for 𝑉! = 0.69𝑉 and the 𝑅! and 𝐼!
was outputted to Fluke 179 and Fluke 289 respectively for manual recording and
monitoring during the calibration process. The 𝑉! output is connected from the CVA to
the NI USB-6009 for data recording. Ambient conditions were measured using a
Paroscientific, Inc. Digiquartz Laboratory Standard Model 745.

	
  
Figure 2.1.4. User interface of the LabView program created to capture the boundary layer profile
data.

2.2.
	
  

Experimental Test Results
With the experiment setup described above, four tests were ran at 𝑈! =

22.4  𝑚/𝑠, 30.3  𝑚/𝑠, 37.9  𝑚/𝑠 and 44.8  𝑚/𝑠 for the hot-wire and four more test were
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ran at 𝑈! = 22.6  𝑚/𝑠, 30.2  𝑚/𝑠, 38.3  𝑚/𝑠 and 45.9  𝑚/𝑠. The processed data collected
from the experiment can be seen in Figure 2.2.1 and Figure 2.2.2. Note that a traditional
laboratory hot-wire calibration was performed to assist with computing the CVA data
output seen throughout this chapter [10].
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Figure 2.2.1. Turbulent boundary layer thickness characteristics across the four freestream velocities
tested. Note: Data was not corrected for temperature drift.
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Figure 2.2.2. Local skin friction coefficient values across the four freestream velocities tested. Note:
The data was not corrected for temperature drift.

	
  

From the processed data seen in Figure 2.2.1 and Figure 2.2.2, it can be concluded
that the CVA can measure boundary layer data as accurate as a pressure probe. When
comparing the CVA data to the pressure probe data, the percent error ranged anywhere
from 0% to 6.4% for the parameters from the processed data. The error contributed by the
measurement error can be seen in Appendix A. One noticeable trend from the computed
parameters is that the CVA results for thickness parameters are mostly higher than those
from the pressure probe data, whereas the skin friction is mostly lower from the CVA.
One source of uncertainty in these results concerns the determination of the
starting position above the surface for the hot-wire. In the lab where these experiments
were performed, more sophisticated equipment necessary to determine the starting
position of the hot-wire, without the risk of damaging the hot-wire, was not readily
available. Therefore the starting position of the hot-wire was determined from visual
inspection. Using visual inspection, it was determined that the closest the hot-wire can
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start from the flat plate without using additional instrumentation is 0.01 inches and can be
no worse than 0.04 inches away from the flat plate. Given this assumption, it is assumed
that it was possible to get the hot-wire starting position as close as was deemed possible,
which is 0.01 inches from the flat plat with an estimated uncertainty of ±  0.01  inches.
The discrepancy between the hot-wire and pressure probe boundary velocity
profiles is mainly due to the flow temperature drift which occurred while collecting the
data. With the test setup described in Section 2.1, the time it takes to run the calibration
of the hot-wire and the four experiments exceeds an hour. During this time, the wind
tunnel test section temperature rises an estimated 3℃ when the ambient temperature at
the beginning of the test starts at 21.4℃, which is the ambient temperature during the
calibration of the hot-wire for this experiment. This temperature drift significantly affects
the data collected by the CVA. With the way the hot-wire works, if the temperature of the
test conditions increases during the experiment from when the hot-wire is calibrated, the
hot-wire reads a lower velocity than what it is actually seen. This is due to a reduction in
heat transfer between the flow and the hot-wire and as a result a lower voltage output is
required by the CVA to keep the voltage across the wire constant. This lower voltage
then is associated with a lower velocity through the calibration function, see Figure 2.2.3.
Section 4.2 provides a more detailed explanation of this phenomenon.
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Figure 2.2.3. Comparison of the temperature corrected and uncorrected turbulent boundary layer
velocity profile using the CVA for U = 44.8 m/s.

An attempt was made to correct the data for the temperature drift. First the
calibration of the hot-wire was corrected for a nominal 21.4℃ as the flow temperature
drift during the calibration process in the wind tunnel increased by 1.8℃. Next this driftcorrected calibration function is used to convert the voltage outputted by the CVA to get
a reference velocity. Now using the reference velocity, original voltage, and the
temperature drift along with the thermal/electric CVA model, the expected change in
voltage due to the drift in temperature can be predicted. For example, it was found that
for a Δ𝑇! = 2.9℃ and a flow velocity of 𝑈! = 43  𝑚/𝑠, the wire voltage read a value
that was 0.013V lower than expected resulting in a velocity change of 3.7  𝑚/𝑠. Note that
since temperatures were measured at various times throughout the experiment, it was
assumed that temperature varies linearly with experiment time. The result of this
correction is seen above in Figure 2.2.3.
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Although the corrected boundary layer velocity profile does not result in a smooth
boundary layer velocity profile due to the assumption of temperature changing linearly
throughout the experiment including the freestream points, this study shows that a
correction is still necessary to address the temperature drift observed in the experimental
tests. Without the correction a freestream velocity of 𝑈! = 44.8  𝑚/𝑠 would be measured
by the CVA instead of the known 𝑈! ≅ 47  𝑚/𝑠 that should be measured at the highest
speed setting of the wind tunnel. With the correction performed in this study, the
freestream velocity is 𝑈! = 46.8  𝑚/𝑠, which is very close to what is seen in the pressure
probe case. The 2  𝑚/𝑠 increase in velocity due to the temperature drift is about a 4.5%
increase for the given freestream velocity or 1.5% increase in velocity per degree Celsius
change. This discrepancy can be observed in the uncorrected turbulent boundary layer
profile seen in Figure 2.2.4 - Figure 2.2.7. Note that this correction only works well with
small temperature changes as the voltage output difference due to the change in ambient
temperature is not linear. This can be seen in the boundary layer velocity profiles in
Section 4.5.
In Figure 2.2.4– Figure 2.2.7, the uncorrected turbulent boundary layer profile for
each velocity taken by the pressure probe and CVA is plotted on the same graph. It can
be seen in the 𝑈! = 22.6  𝑚/𝑠 case that the boundary layer profile captured by the CVA
is shifted upwards when compared to the pressure probe. This might suggests that the
starting position of the hot-wire was closer than expected. However, a linear shift of the
y-location of the CVA data to match the pressure probe data exactly would require the
hot-wire sensor starting position to be unrealistically close to the surface. In fact, the first
point of the CVA data would be a negative distance from the plate, suggesting that the
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hot-wire started inside the plate. If the y-location of the CVA data was shifted
downwards to the lowest realistic number, 0 inches, the turbulent boundary layer velocity
profile will still look like it is shifted upwards but the severity of the shift will not be as
extreme as seen in Figure 2.2.4. Note that the temperature drift in this test does not play
as large of a role as the other tests later in the experiment because only a temperature drift
of a half of a degree Celsius was predicted.
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Figure 2.2.4. Turbulent boundary layer profile comparison collected by the CVA and pressure probe
at U = 22.6 m/s.

For each successive velocity cases, it can be seen that the hot-wire data is not
different from the pressure probe by only a linear shift. This maybe due to the fact that
the temperature has drifted a significant amount from the ambient temperature that was
observed during the hot-wire calibration. The turbulent boundary layer profile is closely
matched by the CVA when compared to the pressure probe data at locations near the
edge of the boundary layer. With the suggested 1.5% error per degree Celsius and a
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estimated temperature increase of about a degree Celsius in the 𝑈! = 30.2  𝑚/𝑠 case,
two degrees Celsius in the 𝑈! = 38.3  𝑚/𝑠 case, and three degrees Celsius in the
𝑈! = 45.9  𝑚/𝑠 case, temperature drift is the main contribution to the error seen in this
region. However, the discrepancy that is seen between the CVA and pressure probe data
near the surface is most likely due to both the temperature drift and the uncertainty in the
!"

starting position. In the region near the flat plate, !" is relatively large so a slight
uncertainty in the y-location yields a large difference in the velocity.
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Figure 2.2.5. Turbulent boundary layer profile comparison collected by the CVA and pressure probe
at U = 30.2 m/s.
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Figure 2.2.6. Turbulent boundary layer profile comparison collected by the CVA and pressure probe
at U = 38.3 m/s.
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Figure 2.2.7. Turbulent boundary layer profile comparison collected by the CVA and pressure probe
at U = 45.9 m/s.
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2.3.

Variability of CVA Data with Lower OHR
A complementary study was done in addition to the one stated above to

understand the effect of 𝑂𝐻𝑅 when measuring turbulent boundary layer data. With
𝑉! = 0.69𝑉, an 𝑂𝐻𝑅 of 1.65 can be seen at the highest observed velocity and 1.98 at the
lowest observed velocity. For the lower 𝑂𝐻𝑅 study, a wire voltage of 𝑉! = 0.45𝑉 was
chosen. This wire voltage chosen yields an 𝑂𝐻𝑅 of 1.33 at the highest observed velocity
and 1.53 at the lowest observed velocity.
It can be concluded that lowering the 𝑂𝐻𝑅 does not yield different results than
the test done with higher 𝑂𝐻𝑅, see Figure 2.3.1. The lower 𝑉! setting was still able to
capture the same turbulent boundary layer profile as the higher 𝑉!   setting and had the
same trend when comparing the CVA and pressure probe boundary layer velocity profiles.
This is expected since 𝑂𝐻𝑅 only affects the sensitivity and frequency response of the
hot-wire probe. Statistically when velocity values are averaged, no matter the magnitude
of the fluctuations that occur due to either a performance change in frequency response or
the change in sensitivity, the average velocity should stay nearly the same. However, the
situation is very different when considering the influence of 𝑉! on the measurement of
velocity fluctuations. The 𝑂𝐻𝑅 does play a very significant role in the velocity
fluctuation measurements the hot-wire as will be explained in more detail in Section 2.4.	
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Figure 2.3.1. Turbulent boundary layer profile comparison of a higher OHR and lower OHR at U =
45.9 m/s.

2.4.

Turbulence Intensity Measurements
The next step in validating the accuracy of the data taken by the CVA is to

compare the velocity fluctuations measured by the CVA with published data. In Figure
2.4.1 – Figure 2.4.4, the boundary layer’s velocity fluctuation data from the CVA with
𝑉! = 0.69𝑉 for various freestream velocities and the published data from Klebanoff [15]
are plotted on top of each other. It is important to note that the Klebanoff’s data is
collected at a 𝑅𝑒! ≈    10! where as the CVA data has been measured for Reynolds
numbers in the range 0.9 x 106 to 1.84 x 106, as is shown in Table 2.4.1. Also in the test
setup used to run this experiment, as described previously, there is slight favorable
pressure gradient so turbulence stresses would be expected to be lower.
Table 2.4.1. Reynolds number for the different test velocities.

𝑈! [m/s]
𝑅𝑒

22.4
9.21 x 105

30.3
1.25 x 106
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37.9
1.56 x 106

44.8
1.84 x 106

In Figure 2.4.1– Figure 2.4.4, it can be seen that the CVA data follows
Klebanoff’s data trend fairly well regardless of the freestream velocity. The only
inconsistency seen between the data collected through the experiment and Klebanoff’s
!

data is that the CVA always under predicts the velocity fluctuations in the !    ≤ 0.55
!

region and over predicts the velocity fluctuations in the !    ≥ 0.55 region. The reason for
!

the velocity fluctuations to be under predicted in the region where !    ≤ 0.55 is due to the
CVA system being limited by a frequency response of 2,200 Hz and the turbulent flow
velocity fluctuations can fluctuate up to 8,000 Hz. This is really noticeable in Figure 2.4.1
– Figure 2.4.4. At lower velocities the velocity fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer
contain more energy at lower frequencies and the CVA has a higher frequency response
at lower velocities due to a higher OHR. As a result, it allows us to capture a greater
spectrum of the fluctuating velocities. However at higher velocities the opposite is true.
The velocity fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer fluctuate at a higher frequency
and the CVA has a lower frequency response at higher velocities due to a lower OHR.
Therefore the peak at near the surface in Klebanoff’s data is, as expected, increasingly
undermeasured in the CVA data collected as the freestream velocity is increased.
!

The over-prediction seen in the CVA data collected in the !    ≥ 0.55 region is in
partial due to the electrical noise present in the operation of the CVA and, to a lesser
!!

extent, the resolution of the NI USB-6009. In the freestream region, a ! value of 0
!

should be observed since it is assumed that the velocity in the freestream is steady.
However this is not the case, a noticeable amount of fluctuation in the flow is seen in the
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freestream at about 0.6% of freestream velocity. This correlates to the flow varying up to
±0.90  𝑚/𝑠 in the freestream for the 𝑈! = 44.8  𝑚/𝑠 case.
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Figure 2.4.1. Comparison of velocity fluctuation data between the CVA and Klebanoff's published
data at U = 22.4 m/s.
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Figure 2.4.2. Comparison of velocity fluctuation data between the CVA and Klebanoff's published
data at U = 30.3 m/s.
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Figure 2.4.3. Comparison of velocity fluctuation data between the CVA and Klebanoff's publish data
at U = 37.9 m/s.
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  Figure 2.4.4. Comparison of velocity fluctuation data between the CVA and Klebanoff's publish data
at U = 44.8 m/s.

2.5.

Coles and Hirst Inner Variable Validation
It is also desired to compare the mean velocity profile from CVA to the Coles and

Hirst inner variable correlation [16]. The result from plotting the velocity profiles in
!

terms of the inner variable 𝑢! = ! and 𝑦 ! =   
!

!!!
!

can be seen in Figure 2.5.1– Figure

2.5.4. From the inner variable correlations, a linear relationship should be seen in the loglaw region where, approximately, 35 ≤ 𝑦 !    ≤ 350. This is seen in the hot-wire data
collected from the experiment. The experimental data closely, if not, exactly matches the
inner law variable correlations in the log-law region presented by Coles and Hirst. The
only discrepancy comes when 𝑦 ! approaches 350. A reason for the discrepancy between
the CVA data and the inner law is due to the approximation use for the starting height of
the hot-wire when taking the boundary layer profile. Changing the starting height shifts
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the hot-wire data up if a higher starting position is used and shifts the hot-wire data down
if a lower starting position is used.
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Figure 2.5.1. Velocity profile replotted with inner variables for U = 22.4 m/s.
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Figure 2.5.2. Velocity profile replotted with inner variables for U = 30.3 m/s.
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Figure 2.5.3. Velocity profile replotted with inner variables for U = 37.9 m/s.
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Figure 2.5.4. Velocity profile replotted with inner variables for U = 44.8 m/s.
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2.6.

Conclusions Concerning CVA Boundary Layer Measurements
From the data shown in the previous sections of this chapter, it is clear that the

CVA is able to capture mean boundary layer data as accurately as a proven method as the
total pressure probe. The greatest percent error seen between the two methods is 1.2% for
the boundary layer thickness, 4.9% for the displacement thickness, 5.9% for the
momentum thickness, and 6.4% for the 𝐶! values. The smallest percent error seen
between the two methods is 0.4% for the boundary layer thickness, 0% for the
displacement thicknesses, 4.0% for the momentum thickness, and 4.6% for the 𝐶! values.
Some of these inaccuracies are due to the uncertainty in the starting position of the hotwire and the flow temperature drift in the wind tunnel while the hour long experiments
are performed. However, temperature drift is not prevalent during steady level flight so
this should not be a major concern for the operation of the BLDS – CVA in flight test
applications. As for the CVA’s ability to capture turbulence intensities in the boundary
layer, in the slowest velocity case, it can be seen that the CVA does have the frequency
response required to capture a wide spectrum of turbulence intensities. This is a result of
an increase in frequency response due to a higher OHR at low velocities. This can be
changed for higher velocities to achieve the same results seen at lower velocities by
increasing the wire voltage, although this would have to be done carefully to avoid the
possibility of wire burnout.
With the repeatable results seen with the hot-wire data, it can be concluded that
the CVA can be used confidently in measuring boundary layer mean velocity profiles and
the corresponding calculated boundary layer characteristics. The next step in developing
the CVA for the BLDS will be to make sure the BLDS hardware and software can
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support the addition of the hot-wire. The changes made to the BLDS hardware and
software to ensure a smooth operation of the BLDS – CVA can be seen in the following
chapter.
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3. BLDS – CVA HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3.1.

BLDS – CVA Hardware Components
A new version of BLDS with hot-wire capability has been fully redesigned to

meet all the new requirements imposed onto the BLDS with the addition of the CVA. The
exterior hardware changes to the BLDS can be seen in Figure 3.1.1 and the interior
hardware changes to the BLDS can be seen in Figure 3.3.3. However, even with the new
addition, the previous versions of BLDS components are still present. This allows the
user to use other probes for measurement of the boundary layer without having to replace
what would be the “new” hardware with the “old” hardware. The user would only have to
replace the hot-wire probe with the probe of their choice.

	
  
Figure 3.1.1. Redesigned BLDS with CVA capability.

With this interchangeable quality, the new BLDS – CVA houses a similar circuit
board as the previous version of the BLDS with the only addition to the circuit board
being the removable CVA Daughter Board that can be plugged into a new socket that
replaces the stepper motor port of the previous version of the BLDS circuit board. See
Section 3.2 for more details of the CVA Daughter Board and Appendix B for instructions
to safely operate the CVA.
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The motorized stage is identical to the ones used in previous versions as well and
operates in the same manner. This specific motor on the BLDS – CVA is a modified
version of the National Aperture MM-3M-F and has a 16:1 gear head that allows for
precise movement (0.00007813 inches/count) of the probe throughout the boundary layer.
It also has limit switches on the top and bottom limits to avoid mechanical failure. The
data sheet for all the motor’s specification can be seen in Appendix C.
The BLDS – CVA employs a modified TFX–11v2 dual microcontroller
subsystem, this will be explained in Section 3.3, and is programmed using TFBASIC
programming language. The software’s capabilities for this device are explained in
Section 3.4. A problem that arises with using the TFX–11v2 data logger hardware with
the hot-wire is the limited 2MB memory that comes with the product. In order to measure
mean and fluctuating velocity and fluctuating velocity values within the boundary layer
data with a hot-wire, hundreds of samples need to be taken at each location. In addition,
in order to get a complete boundary layer profile, samples have to be taken at numerous
locations within the boundary layer. This amounts to over hundreds of thousands of data
samples. With only 2MB of memory, all the ‘raw’ data cannot be saved; only selected
statistical quantities such as average and standard deviation of the data can be saved. This
then becomes a problem when converting the voltage value from the hot-wire to velocity
values. In previous versions of BLDS with pressure sensors determining the velocity of
the flow, the average voltage output from the pressure sensors was saved and processed
after download. Only average pressures were needed to compute 1-, 2-, or 3-component
mean velocity data from the different BLDS pressure-based anemometers. This makes it
possible to use the average voltage values to convert to pressure and therefore find the
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corresponding velocity values. However, since the hot-wire relates voltage to velocity
through a non-linear calibration function, simply taking the average voltage values and
plugging these into a calibration function to get the average velocity values does not work.
Theoretically, each data point has to be converted into velocity and then averaged.
However, this is not a valid solution as it can take a long time to compute with the
microprocessor onboard and the conditions can change in flight during that time. As a
result, an alternative solution to this problem needs to be found. This solution can be
found in Section 3.5.
One of the major changes done to the hardware when compared to the previous
versions of BLDS is the three pressure sensors on board. The two differential pressure
sensors used to measure the freestream dynamic pressure and the local dynamic pressure
use the All Sensor’s 10 Inch G-P4V MINI pressure sensors while the absolute pressure
sensor

used

to

measure

the

local

static

pressure

uses

the

Honeywell’s

SSCDRNN015PAAA5 pressure sensors. The data sheets for both models of pressure
sensors can be seen in Appendix C. These two different models of pressure sensors differ
from previous versions of BLDS by the dynamic range they are able to capture and the
environmental conditions they are able to endure. The All Sensor’s differential pressure
sensor can only measure pressure readings from 0 to 10 inches of water and has a
temperature compensator that only results in accurate readings when the ambient air
temperature is between −25 - 85℃. The Honeywell’s absolute pressure sensor can
measure absolute pressure anywhere between 0 to 15 psia and only outputs accurate
pressure readings when the ambient air temperature is between −20 - 85℃.
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This poses a problem for using the BLDS – CVA during flight-testing as HALE
aircrafts can reach speeds up to Mach 0.5 and the ambient temperature at the cruise
altitude of these aircrafts, 60,000 feet, can reach a temperature as low as −60℃.
However the implementation of accurate pressure sensors at altitude can be easily done.
This only requires looking for pressure sensors that meet the speed and temperature
requirements required for flight testing or simply using the pressure sensors on previous
versions of BLDS that have been proven to work. The reason why these lower range, lab
condition pressure sensors are used is because the tests that are required to run in order
test the implementation of the hot-wire and study the problems that arises with the
addition of the hot-wire to the BLDS, do not require higher dynamic pressure readings
than 10 inches of water and the ambient conditions in lab will never exceed the
temperature ranges specified by these manufactures. Using lower ranged pressure sensors
also allow for more accurate pressure readings in the lab wind tunnel speed conditions, as
they have better sensitivity to small changes. Calibration constants and current draws of
the pressure sensors on board the BLDS – CVA can be seen in Table 3.1.1.
Table 3.1.1. Parameters of the pressure sensors on board BLDS - CVA used for design and
computation of boundary layer data.

Pressure Sensor
Freestream Dynamic Pressure
Local Dynamic Pressure
Local Static Pressure

Calibration Constant
2.4316 in. H2O/V
2.4505 in. H2O/V
3.7567 psi/V

Current Draw
3.9 mA
3.8 mA
2.3 mA

Another component that has been changed in this version of BLDS is that the
battery used to power the device is a commercial non-rechargeable 9-Volt battery. A 9Volt battery with Lithium Manganese Dioxide (LiMnO2) chemistry is suggested due to
the high current draw of the device and the minimum of 8V required by the BLDS –
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CVA. The Energizer 9-Volt LiMnO2 battery was used for all experiments completed in
Chapter 4 and the product specification can be seen in Appendix C. It should be noted
that if the BLDS – CVA were to be flown at altitude, a battery that can withstand the
extreme conditions would be required be used instead. This 9-Volt battery can be easily
be replaced by the high performance battery with no additional changes.
Lastly, the hot-wire probe replaces the pressure probe on the BLDS – CVA. The
hot-wire probe used for this thesis is the TSI 1210 – T1.5 hot-wire probe. This is the
same hot-wire probe described in Section 2.1. This hot-wire probe is mounted on the TSI1150AA hot-wire probe holder and the hot-wire probe holder is mated onto the stage
through a unique part manufactured in-house [10]. The hot-wire probe holder is
connected electrically to the CVA Daughterboard through a BNC-MCX cable. Note that
any hot-wire probe can be used with this device as long as the BLDS – CVA can handle
the power requirements of the hot-wire probe. With the current setup of the BLDS –
CVA, the maximum current draw of this device is 180 mA. The CVA Daughterboard
draw 53 mA of current, leaving about 120 mA left for the hot-wire probe. If the sensor
resistance exceed 𝑅! = 8.3  Ω the maximum current draw of the CVA Daughterboard
will be less than 120 mA.
3.2.

CVA Daughterboard
The CVA Daughterboard is the required hardware that allows the hot-wire probe

to be used on the BLDS. It is connected to the BLDS electronics through a new socket
that replaces the stepper motor port of the previous version of the BLDS circuit board.
The hot-wire probe mounted onto the hot-wire probe holder can then be connected to the
CVA Daughterboard through a BNC-MCX cable. Although the CVA Daughterboard is
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made for use with the BLDS, it can also be used on the benchtop via the CVA
Daughterboard Box. Figure 3.2.1 shows the interface of the CVA Daughterboard Box
with the CVA Daughterboard mounted and the available options for the user. The CVA
Daughterboard is mounted correctly on the CVA Daughterboard Box when the MCX
cable input is located on the top right hand corner facing away from the buttons and
switches. Note, that unlike the CVA Benchtop Box, the CVA Daughterboard only
outputs the 𝑉!,!"# , 𝐼! , and 𝑉!,!" values. Therefore any additional values desired, aside
from the three values specified here, need to be calculated using the equations that govern
the CVA circuit [11].

	
  
Figure 3.2.1. CVA Daughterboard Box interface with CVA Daughterboard mounted.

On the CVA Daughterboard Box there is a display that shows the 𝑉!,!"# and 𝐼!
readings from the hot-wire when the -Vw Out and -Iw buttons are suppressed,
respectively. There are also four binding post available to connect banana cables to read
the values measured by the hot-wire probe from the CVA Daughterboard using either a
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Digital Voltmeter (DVM), Oscilloscope, or other device of the user’s choice. All the
readings outputted by this device are relative to a reference voltage. In order to convert
the voltage outputs to the actual voltage seen across the hot-wire and the current across
the hot-wire in milliamps, a constant calibration constant needs to be multiplied to the
output values. The actual 𝑉! seen across the hot-wire can be found using Equation (3.2.1),
	
  

𝑉!,!"# =   

𝑉!,!"#$%&"'
.	
  
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠
5   𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡

(3.2.1)

And the current across the hot-wire in milliamps can be found using Equation
	
  

𝐼! =   

𝐼!,!"#$%&"'
.	
  
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠
41.6   𝑚𝐴

(3.2.2)

There are also three switches on the interface of the CVA Daughterboard Box.
The Pwr switch is used to power the CVA Daughterboard, the Sensor switch is used to
allow current to flow to the hot-wire probe, and the Stop switch is used to help set the 𝑉!
value for the hot-wire probe. Note that it is crucial to leave the Sensor switch off when a
hot-wire probe is not connected to the CVA Daughterboard to avoid high current flow
through the electronics and to set the 𝑉! before powering the hot-wire to avoid hot-wire
burnout.
To set the 𝑉! value, a good understanding of the CVA Daughterboard Box’s
operation is required. When the CVA Daughterboard Box is first powered, the default 𝑉!
voltage is 𝑉! = 0.495𝑉 and the mode of the CVA Daughterboard Box is set to increase
the 𝑉! voltage. In order to increase the 𝑉! voltage, simply pressing the red 𝑉! button once
and this will result in a ∆𝑉! ≈ 0.016𝑉. This can be increased until the maximum value of
𝑉! = 1.000𝑉 is reached. However, as stated previously, any hot-wire with a 𝑅! = 8.3Ω
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or greater will cause an inaccurate reading of 𝐼! as the CVA Daughterboard cannot draw
more current than 120 mA. To decrease the 𝑉! voltage, the CVA Daughterboard Box will
need to be set to decrease 𝑉! voltage mode. To do this, have the Stop switch set to off and
then switch the Stop switch to Step with the red 𝑉! button suppressed. This will result in a
∆𝑉! ≈ −0.016𝑉. This can be reduced until the minimum value of 𝑉! = 0.000𝑉 is
reached.
The operation of the CVA Daughterboard on the BLDS – CVA is identical to the
CVA Daugtherboard Box except all the functions are done through the software instead
of manually by the user. To install the CVA Daughterboard onto the BLDS – CVA from
the CVA Daughterboard Box, simply dismount the CVA Daughterboard from the CVA
Daughterboard Box and mount the CVA Daughterboard to the BLDS – CVA with the
MCX cable input fitting through the 2nd slot from the front on the side of the BLDS CVA.
3.3.

Change to A/D Reference on TFX–11v2 Circuit Board
In a preliminary turbulent boundary layer velocity test with the BLDS – CVA

with the same test setup as described in Section 2.1 but with the hot-wire probe placed at
a location of 𝑥 = 23.4  𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠, it was observed that velocity fluctuation measured by the
BLDS – CVA were 3 to 4 times that of what should be seen in the freestream, see Figure
3.3.1. This was also seen while testing the BLDS – CVA ability to capture a laminar
boundary layer velocity profile where the velocity fluctuations readings are high
throughout both the laminar boundary layer and in the freestream, see Figure 3.3.2. The
test setup for the laminar boundary layer velocity test is similar to turbulent boundary
layer velocity profile test as described here previously but with the trip removed.
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Figure 3.3.1. Velocity fluctuation data from a turbulent boundary layer velocity profile with unclean
A/D reference on BLDS – CVA compared to Klebanoff's Data at U = 46 m/s.
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Figure 3.3.2. Velocity fluctuation data from a laminar boundary layer velocity profile with unclean
A/D reference on BLDS - CVA at U = 46 m/s.
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From the benchtop test, a

!!
!!

value of less than 0.01 was expected in the

freestream, similar to the one published by Klebanoff [15] for the turbulent case.
However this was not the case. This called for an in-depth study of the BLDS – CVA to
find the source of the problem and to find a solution to the problem.
It was found that the Analog/Digital (A/D) reference on the TFX–11v2 was the
source of the problem. The onboard A/D reference used a linear regulator to provide the
5V A/D reference. However, the linear regulator was not able to provide a clean, flat, 5V
reference needed to ensure accurate data measured by the hot-wire probe. This
phenomenon was found by reading the ADVCC signal output from the ADVCC pin from
the TFX–11v2 with a Tektronix TDS 2002 Oscilloscope, see Appendix C for the pin
layout of the TFX–11v2. With the oscilloscope it was found that a spike in the 5V A/D
reference occurred every 10 milliseconds with values peaking at +5.015𝑚𝑉 and
−5.030𝑚𝑉. This caused the velocity fluctuation or standard deviation of the 𝐼! voltage
output to be around 8 − 10𝑚𝑉.
To solve this problem, the onboard A/D reference that the TFX–11v2 board uses
was replaced by the regulated 5V power supply from the BLDS – CVA power source.
This was done by removing the R27 0  Ω resistor that connects the output of the on-board
linear regulator to the ADVCC pin and connecting the ADVCC pin to the regulated 5V
power supply on the BLDS – CVA. See Appendix C for the schematic of the TFX–11v2
board and the location of the R27 resistor.
As can be seen in Figure 3.3.3 below, the connection is currently made with an
electrical wire with insulated pin terminals on both ends. However, a more permanent fix
will be implemented in the next iteration of the BLDS – CVA.
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Figure 3.3.3. Temporary solution for the new A/D reference implemented onto the BLDS - CVA.

The test result from the hardware change was very favorable. The standard
deviation of the 𝐼! voltage output dropped significantly to 0 − 5𝑚𝑉 in the freestream
from 8 − 10𝑚𝑉. The new 𝐼! voltage output results made the velocity fluctuation values
match the expected values more closely, similar to the values seen in the benchtop test in
Section 2.4, where the values are only slightly off from published data due to electrical
noise.
3.4.

Software for BLDS – CVA and Operation
With the addition of the CVA hardware onto the BLDS, there was a need to create

new software that would allow the electronics to communicate with the mechanical parts.
As always with previous versions of BLDS, two software programs were developed
specifically for the BLDS – CVA. The first program that was created is the BLDS – CVA
Hardware Test Program. This program allows the user to check that all parts on the
BLDS are functioning correctly. This ensures the BLDS – CVA will be working properly
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during the flight test and the data retrieved from the device is accurate. This program can
test the pressure probe version of the BLDS – CVA as well. The second program allows
the user to command the BLDS – CVA to take boundary layer profile measurements.
There is also a third program that was created to allow the use of the pressure probe with
the BLDS - CVA. This was needed because the pin layouts were changed from the
previous version of BLDS. The full programs are shown in Appendix D.
The BLDS – CVA Hardware Test Program is setup in a menu structure format.
When it is first uploaded onto the TFX–11v2 microcontroller, the software helps initiate
the BLDS – CVA by setting all the pins to “LOW” to ensure that the program starts from
the same pin settings each time it is turned on, checks if the data saved from previous
uses of the BLDS – CVA is removed to ensure that the offloaded document is correctly
written, and initialize the CTRL – C function to allow the user to force quit the program.
After the initialization is completed a menu prompt appears in the command window
with the option to:
1. Test the sensors on board and the battery
2. Test the hot-wire
3. Test the stage assembly
4. Quit the program
The user then can select any of these sub-menus to test the desired function of the BLDS
– CVA. Quitting the program stops the user ability to communicate with the BLDS –
CVA and sets all pins to “LOW” to ensure that no power is supplied to the BLDS –
CVA when it is not being used. Note that none of the values measured by the BLDS –
CVA using the Hardware Test Program will be saved.
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Under the “Pressure Sensors/Battery” sub-menu, the user will find the various
options to test all the sensors. These options include:
1.

Reading a sensor for a user specified duration and display the average readings

2.

Read a specific sensor and display the bit readings

3.

Read a selected sensor and display the average, min-max, and standard deviation
values

4. Flash the LED
5. Exit the “Pressure Sensors/Battery” sub-menu and return to the main menu
The sensor options from this menu include the pressure sensors, battery voltage, and
temperature reading from the temperature sensor.
Under the “Hot-Wire” sub-menu, similar functions seen in the “Pressure
Sensors/Battery” sub-menu can be seen here. The options available in this sub-menu are:
1. Set 𝑉! and read the 𝑉! the BLDS – CVA is outputting to the hot-wire
2. Read all 3 CVA outputs, 𝑉!,!" ,𝑉!,!"# , and 𝐼! , for 5 seconds and displays the
average values*
3. Read a selected sensor and display the raw readings*
4. Read a selected sensor and display the average, min-max, and standard
deviation*
5. Calculate the suggested 𝑉! based on ambient/testing conditions
6. Exit the “Hot-Wire” sub-menu and return to the main menu.
Note: * Hot-wire needs to be attached when running these options to avoid high
amount of current flowing throughout the board.
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In the “Hot-wire” sub-menu, any option that prompts the user to set the 𝑉! value will be
rounded down to the next closest multiple of 0.016 volts. This prevents setting 𝑉! too
high, which could results in hot-wire burnout.
One problem that was encountered while writing the software for the hardware
test program for the BLDS – CVA is that option 5 in the “Hot-wire” sub-menu required
the computation of 𝑅𝑒 !.!" and

!! !.!"
!!

. TFX–11v2 does not have the ability to do

mathematical computations where a number needs to be raised to a power. So a
mathematical approximation was needed to compute these numbers [17]. The
mathematical approximation used for 𝑅𝑒 !.!" is shown in Equation (3.4.1)
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A similar approximation is used for
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(3.4.1)

as well and this can be seen in Equation

(3.4.2)
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(3.4.2)

In order for these values to be accurate to five percent of the exact values across the
Reynolds number and temperature ratio expected, the Reynolds number term needs 6
terms in the series and the temperature ratio term needs 3 terms in the series. Using 6
terms for the Reynolds number term yields a maximum percent error of 4.9% and using 3
terms for the temperature ratio term yields a maximum percent error of 2.9%. The
goodness of fit for the Reynolds number term and temperature ratio term can be visually
seen in Figure 3.4.1 and Figure 3.4.2, respectively.
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Figure 3.4.1. Goodness of fit of the Reynolds number term between the exact and approximation
used in the BLDS - CVA programs.

Figure 3.4.2. Goodness of fit of the temperature ratio term between the exact and approximation
used in the BLDS - CVA programs.

Note that the equations used to compute the suggested 𝑉! are from Collis and
Williams [14]; their model assumed the flow field is two-dimensional, no heat transfer by
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radiation, no heat transfer through the prongs that hold the hot-wire, and no change in
heat transfer physics when the hot-wire is near a surface. Therefore the 𝑉! values
computed by the program will be less than the nominal 𝑉! value that would allow for the
nominal 𝑂𝐻𝑅 and the best frequency response and sensitivity that the hot-wire can
achieve given the flow conditions entered by the user.
Lastly the “Stage” sub-menu allows for various options to move the stage up and
down through Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) for increased accuracy of stage
movements. These options include:
1. Move stage in selected direction for specified number of counts
2. Move stage to the upper or lower limit
3. Move stage in selected direction for a specified time
4. Move probe traverse up or down on each user click for a specified number of
counts (Note: limit switches are not activated)
5. Exit the “Stage” sub-menu and return to the main menu
These options can be used as needed to install the hot-wire probe and to make sure that
when the hot-wire probe is fully lowered to the lower limit of the stage, the hot-wire does
not touch the surface. The stage should be set to the highest limit before switching to the
second program so the hot-wire calibration can be completed.
The second of the two programs written is the program that is used to command
the BLDS – CVA to take measurements for a boundary layer velocity profile. It is
important to note that this version of the program does not have the autonomous flight
testing capabilities. Similar to the hardware test program, it has a menu structure. When
this program is uploaded to the TFX–11v2, it performs the same initialization as
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explained early with the hardware test program. Then it checks to make sure that the
battery has the required voltage for the BLDS – CVA to function properly throughout the
experiment. It prints out the battery voltage to the user in the command window and if the
value is less than 8V, the battery should be replaced. Afterwards it creates the document
that will be offloaded along with the boundary layer profile data gathered. It asks for the
date and time from the user to use as a reference. After this is all completed, it jumps into
the main menu.
In the main menu the option to go to the “Task Menu”, “Add General Notes”, and
“Exit Program” is available. The general notes are saved to the data file and the exit
program option performs the exact same function as the hardware test program as stated
before. Under the “Task Menu” option the user can find the ability to:
1. Perform a battery check (stored in data file)
2. Perform a freestream check for 10 seconds (not stored in data file)
3. Take pressure windoff data for 10 seconds (stored in data file)
4. Take hot-wire profile (stored in data file)
5. Perform a hot-wire calibration (stored in data file)
6. Add notes specific to the test (stored in data file)
7. Exit task menu and return to main menu
Similar to the hardware test program, any option that prompts the user for the 𝑉! voltage
will be rounded down to the next closest multiple of 0.016V to prevent hot-wire burnout.
In all cases the pressure windoff data needs to be taken, this allows the user to
calculate the freestream speed of the flow for the calibration of the hot-wire. After that is
completed, the hot-wire calibration should be performed by selecting option 5. Option 5
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will prompt for the value of 𝑉! to use for the calibration. This value should be known
beforehand to ensure hot-wire burnout does not occur; this value will be saved in the data
file. In addition, it will ask for notes regarding this calibration measurement and these
will be saved in the data file as well. Then a measurement is taken and the Pitot tube,
static pressure, temperature, battery voltage, 𝑉!,!"# , 𝐼! , 𝑉!,!" , and the number of samples
are saved into the data file. Each calibration measurement takes 10 seconds. This can be
repeated until the number of desired calibration points is taken for the calibration curve.
Once the calibration is completed a boundary layer profile can be taken with the
hot-wire. This option will prompt for the test parameters, which include the number of
seconds to wait before each profile, number of seconds to read data, number of counts to
move near wall, multiplier used once off the wall, max step increment, number of profiles,
maximum encoder counts, and will suggest a 𝑉! value using the same process specified
in the discussion of the hardware test program and prompt for a 𝑉! setting. All of these
parameters are saved in the data file.
The number of seconds to wait before each profile is the number of seconds it will
wait initially and after each profile is complete before beginning the next boundary layer
profile measurements. The number of seconds to read data is the number of seconds the
hot-wire will measure at each location in the boundary layer profile. Note: Ten seconds is
the minimum duration needed to collect enough samples for an accurate average voltage
and standard deviation of the voltage. The number of counts to move near wall is the
number of counts the hot-wire will move for the first eight points; for subsequent points,
the number of steps to move will be multiplied by the user-specified multiplier value until
it reaches the maximum step increment. This will continue until the total distance moved
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reaches the maximum encoder count. For this version of BLDS – CVA with the 16:1
stage, there are 12,800 encoder counts per inch and a maximum range of 2 inches.
After the test parameters are inputted into the BLDS – CVA, the BLDS – CVA
will lower the stage to the lower limit and begin the process in taking a boundary layer
profile. It first takes a measurement at the lowest point and then moves on to the next
position. To reduce the current draw from the battery, the CVA portion of the BLDS –
CVA is turned off when the hot-wire is not measuring data. At each point, the data saved
to the data file is the date and time that the data measurement was taken, the voltage
output from the Pitot pressure transducer, the voltage output from the static pressure
transducer, the temperature from the temperature sensor, the battery voltage, the encoder
count, the 𝑉!,!"# , the 𝐼! , the 𝑉!,!" , the 𝐼! voltage standard deviation, and the number of
samples taken at that position. When the boundary layer profile taken is completed, it
returns to the stage’s lower limit.
The program for BLDS – CVA with the pressure probe capability is exactly the
same as the BLDS – CVA hot-wire program except that the pressure probe program does
not have option 5 in the “Task Menu” sub-menu, as it is not needed, and that option 4 in
the “Task Menu” is rewritten so the microcontroller knows to measure the boundary layer
data from the total pressure probe and not the hot-wire.
3.5.

Mathematical Formulation to Deal with Limited Memory Space
To deal with only being able to compute boundary layer data with averaged

voltage values and standard deviation of the voltage values, a mathematical formulation
was developed to accurately convert these voltage values into velocity values.
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Starting with the general hot-wire calibration function, see Chapter 4 for more
detail.
𝑢 = 𝑃 + 𝑄𝐸 ! ,	
  

	
  

(3.5.1)

where 𝑢 is the instantaneous velocity and 𝐸 is the instantaneous voltage output. If
Reynolds’ Decomposition was performed where
𝑢 =    𝑢 +    𝑢! 	
  

	
  

(3.5.2)

	
  

and

𝐸 =    𝐸 +    𝐸 ! 	
  

	
  

(3.5.3)

and the equation is time averaged, then
	
  

(3.5.4)

𝑢 +    𝑢! = 𝑃 + 𝑄 𝐸 +    𝐸 ! ! .	
  

Using the binomial expansion
(𝐸 + 𝐸′)! =    𝐸 ! + 𝑘𝐸 !!! 𝐸′ +

!(!!!)
!!

𝐸 !!! 𝐸′! +

!(!!!)(!!!)
!!

𝐸 !!! 𝐸′! …,	
  	
  

(3.5.5)

where the 1st order, 3rd order, and higher odd order fluctuating voltage terms (𝐸 ! , 𝐸 !" , and
etc.) equal zero when time averaged. This leaves only the 2nd, 4th, and higher even order
terms. The 4th order and higher even order terms can be neglected due to the expected 𝐸 !
values being much, much smaller than 𝐸 terms in the experiments that will be ran using
the BLDS – CVA. This leaves Equation (3.5.6) when time averaged,
(𝐸 + 𝐸′)! ≈    𝐸 ! +

𝑘(𝑘 − 1) !!! !
𝐸 𝐸′ .	
  
2!

(3.5.6)

Plugging Equation (3.5.6) into Equation (3.5.4) yields,
	
  

𝑘(𝑘 − 1) !!! !
𝑢 =𝑃+𝑄 𝐸 +
𝐸 𝐸′
2!
!

!

,	
  

(3.5.7)

where 𝐸′! is the squared of the voltage standard deviation. The explicit Equation (3.5.7)
can then be used to compute the averaged velocity given the average voltage, the
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standard deviation of the voltage reading from the BLDS – CVA, and the calibration
constant values from the hot-wire calibration. The method used to find the calibration
constant can be found in Chapter 4.
To get the fluctuating velocity term given the averaged voltage and standard
deviation of the voltage, manipulation of Equation (3.5.4) is needed. Squaring both sides
of Equation (3.5.4) yields,
	
  

𝑢 +    𝑢!

!

=    𝑃 + 𝑄 𝐸 + 𝐸 !

(3.5.8)

! ! .	
  

Expanding Equation (3.5.8) results in,
	
  

𝑢! +    𝑢!" =    𝑃! + 2𝑃𝑄 𝐸 + 𝐸 !

!

+ 𝑄 𝐸 + 𝐸!

!! .	
  

(3.5.9)

Applying the same binomial theorem expansion from Equation (3.5.5) to both 𝐸 + 𝐸 !
and 𝐸 + 𝐸 !
	
  

!!

!

results in,
𝑢!" = 𝑄𝑘𝐸 !!! 𝐸 !" .	
  

(3.5.10)

The explicit Equation (3.5.10) can then be used to compute the fluctuating velocity given
the mean voltage and standard deviation of the voltage from the BLDS – CVA and the
calibration constants from the calibration of the hot-wire. The method used to find the
calibration constant can be found in Chapter 4.
To assess the accuracy of the approximate method described above, this method
was applied to a set of experimental turbulent boundary layer velocity profile data and
compared to values that were computed by converting each voltage sample into velocity
and then averaged and then taking the standard deviation or in other words the direct
method. The tabulated results for all the speeds can be seen in Table 3.5.1 and the
turbulent boundary layer velocity profile and the fluctuating velocity results for the
𝑈! = 45  𝑚/𝑠 case can be seen in Figure 3.5.1 and Figure 3.5.2 respectively.
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Table 3.5.1. Turbulent boundary layer data comparison from direct method versus the mathematical
approximation method.

Speed [m/s]

Method
Direct
Approximation
Direct
Approximation
Direct
Approximation
Direct
Approximation

22
30
38
45

δ (99%) [in]
0.458
0.458
0.439
0.439
0.422
0.422
0.405
0.405

δ* [in]
0.085
0.085
0.082
0.082
0.079
0.079
0.075
0.075

θ [in]
0.058
0.058
0.056
0.056
0.054
0.054
0.052
0.052

Cf [in]
0.00332
0.00332
0.00309
0.00309
0.00297
0.00297
0.00288
0.00288

0.9	
  
0.8	
  

Y-‐Position	
  [in]	
  

0.7	
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Figure 3.5.1. Turbulent boundary velocity profile using the exact calibration method and the
approximated method for U = 45 m/s.
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Figure 3.5.2. Fluctuating velocity of a turbulent boundary layer using the exact calibration method
and the approximated method for U = 45 m/s.

	
  

From the results seen in Table 3.5.1 and Figure 3.5.1 above, the boundary layer
data computed and the boundary layer velocity profile is exactly the same for all the
different boundary layer characteristics. However, from Figure 3.5.2, the fluctuating
velocity from using the approximate method yields a slightly larger fluctuating velocity
inside the boundary layer with the greatest discrepancies seen in the middle of the
boundary layer. This is seen consistently throughout the four freestream speeds tested.
The largest percent error in the fluctuating velocity seen between the two methods for the
𝑈! = 45  𝑚/𝑠 case is 1.43%. Although there are discrepancies seen in the fluctuating
velocity number using the approximation method, the percent error for the approximation
method is small. In conclusion, the approximation method can be confidently used as a
solution for the limited memory space on board the TFX–11v2.
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4. CVA CALIBRATION METHOD
4.1.

Traditional Hot-Wire Calibration Method
A hot-wire anemometer can be used to determine the velocity of a flow by

relating the amount of heat transferred from the hot-wire into the environment to the flow
velocity around the hot-wire. For the research work done for the rest of this thesis, 𝐼! , the
current necessary to keep the wire voltage, 𝑉! , constant across the hot-wire, will be
related to the velocity of the flow, 𝑢. This is different from the work done in Chapter 2,
where the voltage 𝑉! is used to relate to the velocity of the flow. This is done because the
BLDS – CVA does not have the ability to output 𝑉! as mentioned in Section 3.2. Note
that 𝐼! is measured as a voltage that is proportional to the current across the hot-wire.
However, this does not create any discrepancies in the work done throughout this thesis
as both parameters can be used to relate to the velocity of the flow. This is true through
the relationship in Equation (4.1.1),
	
  

𝑉! =    1 +

𝑅!
𝑅!
𝐼!   ×   𝑅! +    𝑅!
+
.	
  
𝑅! 𝑅! +    𝑅!
2

(4.1.1)

The 𝐼! voltage needed across the hot-wire required to keep the voltage, 𝑉! , across
the wire constant can be related to the velocity of the flow, 𝑢, by using a simple inverted
calibration that follows the power law in the form of [10],
	
  

𝑢 = 𝑃 + 𝑄𝐸 ! .	
  

(4.1.2)

The variable 𝐸 is the mean voltage output proportional to the current through the hot-wire
from a given set of measured calibration data. 𝑃, 𝑄, and 𝑘 are constants determined by
MATLAB’s least squares curve fit solver. The mean square error (MSE) is used to
determine the goodness of fit of the power law for the calibration data and can be
calculated using Equation (4.1.3),
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!

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =    !   

!

𝑢!"# −    𝑢!"#$ .	
  

(4.1.3)

A sample of the results of a power law fit to calibration data for a velocity range of
𝑢 = 5 − 50  𝑚/𝑠 using 𝑉! = 0.69𝑉 and the probe described in Section 2.1 can be seen in
Figure 4.1.1. The reason for using a power law instead of other functions, such as a
polynomial, is mainly due to the fact that the heat transfer law that governs the hot-wire
is in the form of a power law, see Equation (4.2.2). Other reasons include, the power law
allows for plausible extrapolation of the calibration function outside of the velocity range
over which the hot-wire was calibrated, and it employs a relatively small number of
constants, 3 – or just two if the power is taken as fixed. The latter feature allows for the
possibility of developing a calibration function using as few as 3 or perhaps only 2
calibration data points. If, say, a fourth order polynomial was used instead of the power
law, there would be five constants and there would be a need for at least five calibration
data points.
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𝑢   =   0.29 + 6.0746×10!! ∗ 𝐸!!.!"# 	
  
MSE	
  =	
  0.01372504	
  m2/s2  

	
  
Figure 4.1.1. Inverted calibration curve for voltage output proportional to current with power law fit.

4.2.

Effect of Temperature Drift
Although a power law curve fit works very well with the hot-wire calibration,

there is a problem that arises with the of the calibration curve when temperature drift is
present during the calibration. Calibrations for a hot-wire are only accurate if the
environmental conditions (temperature, pressure) remain unchanged from the beginning
of the calibration to the end. These same conditions must also prevail in the flow to be
measured. If the amount of heat-transfer changes for the same velocity due to changes in
the ambient conditions, such as the density and temperature, the calibration curve must be
altered to correct fur such changes. Usually, a whole new calibration curve is constructed
for the new ambient conditions. This phenomenon can be seen mathematically in the hotwire models developed by Collis Williams in Equations (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) [14],
	
  

ℎ =   

𝑁𝑢  𝑘!
	
  
𝐷
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(4.2.1)

𝑁𝑢 = 0.24 +

0.56  𝑅𝑒!!.!"

𝑅𝑒! =   

𝑇!
𝑇!

!.!"

𝜌!   𝑢  𝐷
.
𝜇!

(4.2.2)

(4.2.3)

This can also be seen visually in Figure 4.2.1 when MATLAB tries to least squares curve
fit the power law to a set of calibration data that has temperature drift. This specific set of
calibration data, taken over a velocity range of 𝑢 = 10 − 60  𝑚/𝑠 in the Northrop
Grumman Research Wind Tunnel with 𝑉! = 0.69𝑉 and the hot-wire described in Section
2.1, included a temperature drift from 19.9℃ to 25.9℃. This temperature drift is due to
the heat generated by the fan in the closed-circuit wind tunnel used to do the experiment.

𝑢   =   5.2503 + 6.9881×10!! ∗ 𝐸!".!"!# 	
  
MSE	
  =	
  0.3382212	
  m2/s2  

	
  
Figure 4.2.1. Least squares fitting a power law function to a calibration data set with temperature
drift.

4.3.

Solution for Temperature Drift
In order to get an accurate calibration curve, where all the data points are

referenced to a single temperature value, data processing of the calibration data is
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required. From the BLDS – CVA offload data file, the freestream flow velocity can be
obtained using Equation (4.3.2), the ambient temperature can be obtained directly, and
the ambient pressure can be obtained using a single point calibration.
	
  

𝜌 = 1.2929

	
  

𝑘𝑔 273.15  𝐾
𝑚!
𝑇!

𝑢 =   

𝑃!
	
  
760  𝑚𝑚  𝐻𝑔

(4.3.1)

2 ∆𝑉!
	
  
𝜌

(4.3.2)

Using the velocity calculated from Equation (4.3.2), the ambient temperature, and
ambient pressure at each calibration point, these values will be part of the input for the
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) model developed previously by Will Neumeister [10]
and used to compute the theoretical output voltage, 𝐼! . Then with the same velocity, the
ambient temperature and ambient pressure will be changed to the referenced conditions
and see what the theoretical output voltage, 𝐼! , would be without the temperature drift.
The difference in 𝐼! due to the temperature drifts is then applied to the 𝐼! of the
measured data to correct for the temperature drift seen during the calibration.
The result from applying this method to the data set shown in Section 4.2 can be
seen below in Figure 4.3.1. This shows the need to correct for the temperature drift
!

during the hot-wire calibration as the MSE was reduced to about ! of the uncorrected
temperature drift MSE.
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𝑢   =   1.8502 + 1.6775×10!! ∗ 𝐸!".!"#$ 	
  
MSE	
  =	
  0.04850353	
  m2/s2  

	
  
Figure 4.3.1. Corrected calibration curve where temperature drift was seen during the calibration of
the hot-wire anemometer.

4.4.

Autonomous Calibration for Any Ambient Conditions
As mentioned before, a problem with using the BLDS – CVA in flight is that

there is no way to calibrate the hot-wire in flight. It also appears impractical to calibrate
the hot-wire for all possible flight conditions on the ground because this would require
reproducing flight conditions in a laboratory setting. There needs to be a solution to
calibrate the hot-wire for the flight conditions in order for the BLDS – CVA to be a
viable device to be used for flight testing. The solution proposed here requires that the
exponent, 𝑘, in the power law calibration function be held constant and by relating the
constants, 𝑃 and 𝑄, using a single freestream data point along with the temperature and
pressure at the corresponding ambient conditions.
Using the thermal/electric model created by Will Neumeister in EES [10], the
theoretical values at various ambient conditions were tested. The test includes the five
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conditions listed in Table 4.4.1. The 𝑉! is set for all these conditions so that the
𝑂𝐻𝑅   ≈ 2.0 at 𝑢 = 7.0  𝑚/𝑠. The hot-wire modeled is the same as the one described in
Section 2.1.
Table 4.4.1. Conditions used to test the autonomous calibration method.

Sea Level
60,000 feet
0℃
40℃
40 kPa

𝑉! [V]
0.65
0.38
0.62
0.65
0.55

Pressure [kPa]
101.325
7.171
101.325
101.325
40

Temperature [℃]
20
-56.5
0
40
20

To see if keeping the power law constant is a reasonable solution for the problem,
a power law curve fit with a constant exponent was implemented for all five sets of data.
From Figure 4.4.1, it can be seen that a constant exponent in the power law can be
adapted to a wide range of ambient conditions and still yield an accurate inverted
calibration curve given the correct constants, 𝑃 and 𝑄. The mean square error (MSE) for
each case across a wide variety of exponent power values can be seen in Figure 4.4.2.
From this study, 𝑘 = 10 would yield a power law inverted calibration curve that will
minimize the MSE seen across various possible ambient conditions.
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Figure 4.4.1. Inverted theoretical calibration curves with k = 10 for a variety of ambient conditions.
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Figure 4.4.2. Mean square error for the different ambient conditions over a range of constant
exponent, k, in power law.

Now that the exponent in the power law is set to be constant at 𝑘 = 10, there are
still two unknowns and only one freestream data point. In order for this to work, there
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needs to be a way to relate the constants, 𝑃 and 𝑄. From visual inspection of the trend
between 𝑃 and 𝑄, it was seen that they are, approximately, linearly related to each other.
Fitting a line to the trend in MATLAB using the polyfit function yields the equation,
𝑄 =    −0.0197𝑃 + 0.0320.
The equation of the line has a MSE of 3.128×10!!   

!

(4.4.1)
!

! !"

!

. The MSE here is used to

determine the goodness of fit of the linear fit for the numerically determined 𝑄 and
𝑃  constants. This can be seen in Figure 4.4.3.

	
  
Figure 4.4.3. Relationship between constants P and Q from power law for various ambient conditions.

Now that there are two Equations, (4.1.2) and (4.4.1), five variables, 𝑢, 𝑃, 𝑄, 𝐸,
and 𝑘, and three knowns,  𝑃, 𝑄, and 𝑘, the system of equations can be solved to give a
calibration function. The calibration function from this method is as follows,
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!"
𝑈! − 0.0320𝐸!
𝑢 =   
!"
1 − 0.0197𝐸!

+ 0.0320 − 0.0197

!"
𝑈! − 0.0320𝐸!
!"
1 − 0.0197𝐸!

(4.4.2)
𝐸!" .

To evaluate the accuracy of the resulting calibration function, the calibration function is
applied to the five data sets describe in Table 4.4.1 above. In Table 4.4.2, the MSE
between the calibration function and the data sets from EES can be seen and a sample
calibration curve using Equation (4.4.2) can be seen in Figure 4.4.4. It can be verified that
this method can theoretically calibrate a hot-wire with a single data point along with the
ambient conditions at that data point without performing a full calibration.

	
  
Figure 4.4.4. Theoretical calibration curve using autonomous method for ambient conditions at
60,000 ft.
Table 4.4.2. MSE of the theoretical calibration function at various ambient conditions.

!!

MSE [ !! ]

Sea Level

60,000 Feet

0℃

40 ℃

40 kPa

0.0424

0.2808

0.0568

0.0192

0.0826
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Although this method is a valid theoretical alternative to doing a full calibration at
the ambient conditions that the hot-wire will be used in, it also has to be proven to work
experimentally as well. The theoretical study described from above used Collis and
Williams’ Nusselt Number correlation to predict the heat transfer between the hot-wire
and the ambient environment [14]. However, in their study there are some simplifications
made to their research. This includes but is not limited to a two-dimensional analysis and
it only considers convection between the hot-wire and the ambient environment and not
any conduction lost through the prongs that hold the hot-wire. Nor does it account for
heat loss through radiation. As was seen in Will Neumeister’s thesis, Collis and Williams’
model of the hot-wire heat transfer laws, always under-predicts the amount of heat
transfer that actually occurs [10]. In addition, the amount that their model under-predicts
the heat transfer laws is not consistent. It under-predicts the amount of heat loss at
𝑢 ≈ 7  𝑚/𝑠 by 10.7% for a 𝑉!    = 0.69𝑉  and at 𝑢 ≈ 46  𝑚/𝑠 by 7.1% for a 𝑉! = 0.69𝑉.
The theoretical and experimental calibration curves are plotted on top of each other in
Figure 4.4.5 to show the difference in the offset between the low and high velocities.
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Figure 4.4.5. Offset of the calibration curve between the theoretical and experimental data sets at sea
level ambient conditions.

	
  

Since the theoretical and experimental data is not offset by a simple shift, a

similar study was conducted to verify that the calibration function can be applied to the
calibration data collected from the BLDS-CVA. Four sets of calibration data with
different wire voltages settings were collected experimentally using the BLDS – CVA in
Cal Poly’s Mechanical Engineering 2x2 foot wind tunnel. The data sets were collected
with 𝑉! = 0.45𝑉, 0.55𝑉, 0.65𝑉, and 0.69𝑉 at sea level ambient conditions. Note that this
means the lower wire voltage settings do not reach the desired 𝑂𝐻𝑅 ≈ 2 at low velocities
for maximum sensitivity.
Setting the exponent, 𝑘, constant in the power law for various values shows that
there is an accurate solution possible. An analysis was completed to pick the best 𝑘 value
in order to fit a wide variety of wire voltage settings. To pick the best 𝑘 value for the
BLDS – CVA application, the corresponding MSE has to be minimized. The results from
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this analysis can be seen in Figure 4.4.6. As can be seen, setting 𝑘 = 13  and solving for
the best 𝑃 and 𝑄 for each of the cases yields the best results and can be seen in Figure
4.4.7.
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Figure 4.4.6. MSE for the different wire voltage settings across various values of the constant, k, in
the power law.
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Figure 4.4.7. Inverted experimental calibration data for k = 13 for a variety of wire voltage settings.

It should be noted that when 𝑘 = 15 , a better MSE average for the four
calibration data sets is seen. However, from the same analysis as done previously with the
theoretical data set, there is believed to be a correlation between the 𝑘 value and the 𝑂𝐻𝑅.
The lower the 𝑂𝐻𝑅, the higher the 𝑘 value needs to be in order for an accurate curve to
be fitted to the data set. This is visually present in Figure 4.4.7. For 𝑉! = 0.45𝑉  and
0.55𝑉, the highest 𝑂𝐻𝑅 seen by the hot-wire is around 1.7 and 1.8 respectively at
𝑢 = 7  𝑚/𝑠. Where as for the 𝑉! = 0.65𝑉  and 0.69𝑉 case, the 𝑂𝐻𝑅 is about 2.0 at
𝑢 = 7  𝑚/𝑠. For the two lower wire voltage settings the power law fit did not capture the
lowest velocity and highest velocity as well as the two higher wire voltage settings. Since
an 𝑂𝐻𝑅 ≈ 2 is always desired for better sensitivity and would be used for all applications
of the BLDS – CVA, the value of 𝑘 with the lowest average MSE, minus the 𝑉! = 0.45𝑉
calibration data, was chosen. The 𝑘 value that corresponds to the lowest average MSE
minus the 𝑉! = 0.45𝑉 calibration data is 𝑘 = 13.
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With the 𝑘 chosen in the power law, there are still two unknowns, 𝑃 and 𝑄, to
relate to a single data point. A similar analysis, as completed with the theoretical
calibration data, was done for the experimental data. The result can be seen in Figure
4.4.8. A linear trend can be seen from the data points and by using MATLAB’s polyfit
function. Equation (4.4.3) can relate 𝑃 and 𝑄 given a single calibration point,
𝑄 =    −5.02×10!! 𝑃 + 7.98×10!! .  
The MSE for the curve fit is 2.3959×10!!

!

!

! !"

!

(4.4.3)

. The MSE here is used to determine

the goodness of fit of the linear fit for the numerically determined 𝑄 and 𝑃  constants.
This can be seen in Figure 4.4.8.

	
  
Figure 4.4.8. Relationship between P and Q constants from the power law for the various wire
voltage settings.

Combining Equation (4.1.2) and (4.4.3) with a single freestream data point yields,
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!"
𝑈! − 7.98×10!! 𝐸!
𝑢 =   
…
!"
1 − 5.02×10!! 𝐸!

+ 7.98×10!! …

− 5.02×10!!

(4.4.4)

!"
𝑈! − 7.98×10!! 𝐸!
!"
1 − 5.02×10!! 𝐸!

𝐸!" .

Using (4.4.4) with the experimental calibration data sets of all four different wire voltage
settings yields the MSE shown in Table 4.4.3. A sample calibration curve using this
method can be seen in Figure 4.4.9.
Table 4.4.3. MSE of the experimental calibration function at various wire voltage settings.
!!

MSE [ !! ]

0.45V

0.55V

0.65V

0.69V

2.6157

1.8306

0.0340

0.1978

Figure 4.4.9. Experimental calibration curve using autonomous calibration method for V_w = 0.65V.

	
  

Although a high MSE is seen for the lower wire voltage settings, this will not pose a
problem when implementing this method for the BLDS – CVA because a low wire
voltage setting, and therefore low  𝑂𝐻𝑅, will not be used during regular operation of the
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BLDS – CVA. Note that the way this method is developed, the calibration curve is based
on the ambient conditions at the freestream point and therefore assumes that any
measurements made which employ this calibration will be done at essentially the same
ambient conditions.
While the solution presented here for calibrating a hot-wire autonomously is valid
for most cases, it does not always work. For example, a previous set of calibration data
taken at sea level ambient conditions to understand the effect of a low 𝑂𝐻𝑅 was used to
test the calibration function (4.4.4). The 𝑂𝐻𝑅 seen from this calibration data set is lower
than generally desired: 𝑂𝐻𝑅   ≅ 1.31~1.51. Using the calibration data from this test did
not produce a result, as explained further below. Adapting the calibration function for this
set of data yields the following calibration function,
𝑢 =   47.406 − 0.023𝐸!" .

(4.4.5)

The problem with the calibration function (4.4.5) is that the higher the input 𝐸 is the
lower the output 𝑢 is. This can be seen in Figure 4.4.10. However, this should not be the
case because it is known that the flow velocity should increase as the input voltage 𝐸
increased because more cooling occurs at higher flow velocities. Although this shows up
at low 𝑂𝐻𝑅s this is not a serious problem because, again, a low 𝑂𝐻𝑅 will not be used
during the operation of the BLDS-CVA. The 𝑉! will be picked so that the 𝑂𝐻𝑅 will be
high and in the range of 1.8 −   2.0. Even though this is not an immediate problem and
does not hinder the progress of adapting this method to the BLDS-CVA, it should be
noted that the calibration function does not represent the actual physics of the hot-wire
over a very wide range of ambient and operating conditions. If the proposed function
(4.4.4) did represent the actual physics of the hot-wire, any single data point used in the
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calibration function should yield a physically possible result where 𝑢 increases as 𝐸
increases.

	
  
	
  

4.5.

	
  Figure 4.4.10. Calibration function when the OHR is 1.31-1.51 for u = 7 m/s to 46 m/s.

Accuracy of Autonomous Calibration Method
Using the autonomous calibration method described in Section 4.4 is only an

attempt to come up with a calibration curve without performing a traditional calibration.
As a result, the results from calculating the boundary layer characteristic using the
autonomous calibration method will not yield as accurate results as the boundary layer
characteristics calculated using the traditional calibration method. However, it does
provide a solution to forming a calibration curve when a traditional calibration cannot be
performed. The question now becomes: how accurate is this alternative solution, and, is it
reliable enough to provide accurate boundary layer measurements? To make the
comparison, a turbulent boundary layer velocity profile was measured by the BLDS –
CVA and the two calibration methods were used to calculate the boundary layer mean
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and fluctuating velocities. The experimental setup is similar to the one described in
Section 2.1 except the hot-wire probe on the BLDS – CVA is placed at 𝑥 = 23.4  𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠.
The boundary layer velocity profiles and boundary layer fluctuating velocity
profiles

at 𝑈! = 23.3  𝑚/𝑠, 𝑈! = 30.9  𝑚/𝑠, 𝑈! = 39.2  𝑚/𝑠, and 𝑈! = 47.5  𝑚/

𝑠  collected by the BLDS – CVA using both the traditional calibration method and the
autonomous calibration method can be seen in Figure 4.5.1 - Figure 4.5.4 and Figure
4.5.5 - Figure 4.5.8, respectively. In the boundary layer velocity profiles, it can be seen
that the results from the two methods yields different velocities for most y – locations
with a consistent trend of the autonomous calibration method under-predicting the
velocity data in the boundary layer velocity profile data. In the boundary layer fluctuating
velocity profiles, the autonomous calibration method tends to over-predict the intensity of
the fluctuations except for select data points near the flat plate surface at the lowest speed.
The results are very similar and more comparable however when comparing the
boundary layer characteristics calculated from both methods. These values can be seen in
Table 4.5.1.
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Figure 4.5.1. Boundary layer velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the traditional
calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 23.3 m/s.
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Figure 4.5.2. Boundary layer velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the traditional
calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 30.9 m/s.
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Figure 4.5.3. Boundary layer velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the traditional
calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 39.2 m/s.
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Figure 4.5.4. Boundary layer velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the traditional
calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 47.5 m/s.
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Figure 4.5.5. Boundary layer fluctuating velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the
traditional calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 23.3 m/s.
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Figure 4.5.6. Boundary layer fluctuating velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the
traditional calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 30.9 m/s.
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Figure 4.5.7. Boundary layer fluctuating velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the
traditional calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 39.2 m/s.
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Figure 4.5.8. Boundary layer fluctuating velocity profile captured by BLDS - CVA using the
traditional calibration and autonomous calibration at U = 47.5 m/s.
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Table 4.5.1. Turbulent boundary layer characteristics comparison using both the traditional
and autonomous calibration methods.

𝑈!
23.3 m/s
22.6 m/s
30.9 m/s
30.6 m/s
39.2 m/s
38.7 m/s
47.5 m/s
46.5 m/s

Method
δ (99%) [in.]
Traditional
0.4305
Autonomous
0.4326
Traditional
0.4033
Autonomous
0.3999
Traditional
0.3832
Autonomous
0.3747
Traditional
0.3694
Autonomous
0.3450

δ* [in.]
0.0785
0.0800
0.0776
0.0790
0.0728
0.0734
0.0698
0.0694

θ [in.]
0.0526
0.0532
0.0515
0.0518
0.0488
0.0485
0.0470
0.0462

Cf
0.00332
0.00331
0.00301
0.00292
0.00289
0.00284
0.00278
0.00277

It should be noted that a similar temperature drift correction was applied to the
traditional calibration data using the method explained in Section 2.2, the only difference
being the exact temperature drift is known for each data point so the linear temperature
change assumption with time is not needed. However, even with the temperature drift
correction, it was still not able to correct for the large temperature drift seen during the
experiment due to the non-linear relationship between the voltage change and ambient
temperature change.
From these results, the smallest percent difference that was seen in the data when
using the autonomous calibration method instead of the traditional calibration method
was 4.2% at the second lowest speed setting and the largest percent difference was 4.6%
at the lowest speed setting for the mean velocity data. For the fluctuating velocity data,
the smallest percent difference seen was 3.3% at the lowest speed setting and 7.2% at the
highest speed setting. For the boundary layer thickness, the smallest percent difference
seen was 0.4% at the lowest speed setting and the largest percent difference was 6.6% at
the highest speed setting. For the displacement thickness, the smallest percent difference
seen was 0.6% at the highest speed setting and the largest percent difference was 1.9% at
the lowest speed setting. For momentum thickness, the smallest percent difference seen
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was 0.6% at the second lowest speed setting and the largest percent difference seen was
1.7% at the highest speed setting. For local coefficient of skin friction, the smallest
percent difference seen was 0.3% at the lowest speed setting and the largest percent
difference seen was 3.0% at the second lowest speed setting. Based on these results, there
is no consistent deviation found between the two methods from one flow speed to another.
However it is noticeable that the autonomous method consistently over-predicts the
displacement thickness and the momentum thickness at high speeds and under-predicts
the displacement thickness and the momentum thickness at lower speeds. The
autonomous method also tends to under-predicts the local coefficient of skin friction and
the boundary layer thickness except for the lowest speed setting.
Although the error associated with using the autonomous calibration method
instead of the traditional calibration method cannot be avoided, this method can still be
used confidently to calculate boundary layer characteristics from the boundary layer
measurements made by the BLDS – CVA due to the relatively low maximum percent
error of 6.6%. This 6.6% also includes the error due to the large temperature shift that
cannot be accounted for even with the correction. However, this will not pose a problem
as temperature drifts are not expected during the BLDS – CVA operation in flight.
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The desire to measure velocity fluctuations in addition to the average velocity in
the boundary layer has led to the development of the BLDS – CVA. With the completion
of this thesis, the challenges that are inherent with incorporating the CVA to the BLDS
have been dealt with and the BLDS – CVA is now ready for flight test applications. The
CVA system used to measure boundary layer velocity profiles was able to measure
average boundary layer characteristics, such as the boundary layer thickness,
displacement thickness, momentum thickness, and the local coefficient of skin friction,
that are within 6.4% of the values measured by the traditional pressure probe. In addition,
it was found that a portion of this error is due to temperature drift. Temperature drift is
not expected during flight operation so it will not be a problem. However, if the BLDS –
CVA will be used for wind tunnel application, a simple correction can be implemented
for small temperature drift with the use of the CVA thermal/electrical computer model as
demonstrated in Section 4.3. Also, the CVA system was proven capable of measuring a
significant portion of the frequency spectrum of velocity fluctuations expected in a
transitional or turbulent boundary layer when the hot-wire is operated at a high 𝑂𝐻𝑅,
which is expected to be the case for all in flight applications.
Modifications were made to the BLDS to accommodate the CVA system.
Pressure transducers with a smaller pressure range were used to increase the sensitivity
for boundary layer measurements in the Cal Poly 2x2 wind tunnel and a new circuit
board was designed and manufactured to accommodate the new CVA Daughterboard.
The CVA Daughterboard has been designed and built to accommodate the CVA system
onto the BLDS electronics and this device has been thoroughly tested to work on the
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bench top and on the BLDS – CVA with the use of three new TFX–11v2 programs
created specifically for the new hardware. The three programs allow for the testing and
operation of the BLDS – CVA with either the CVA or with a traditional pressure probe.
Modifications were done to the TFX–11v2 to allow for a better A/D reference that is
needed for accurate velocity fluctuation measurements. The R27 0Ω resistor was
removed and the regulated 5V power supply on board is used as the A/D reference. In
addition, an approximate mathematical formulation was developed to address the limited
memory space on board the TFX–11v2 and this provided positive results. All mean
boundary layer characteristics, such as the boundary layer thickness, displacement
thickness, momentum thickness, and the local coefficient of skin friction, calculated
using the approximate mathematical formulation provided essentially identical values as
the normal calibration method. The approximate method also gave good results for the
fluctuation intensity; a maximum percent error of 1.43% for the 𝑈! = 45  𝑚/𝑠 was
observed between the approximate and traditional method.
The need for a procedure to calibrate a hot-wire for ambient conditions in
environments that cannot be reproduce in the lab has been addressed. An approximate
calibration curve can be formed for any ambient condition as long as the freestream
velocity and the corresponding 𝐼! voltage can be measured. Using this method, errors of
a few percent can be expected in the boundary layer mean characteristics values. Like the
percent error observed during the evaluation of the hot-wire’s accuracy in measuring
boundary layer velocity profiles, a portion of the percent error is due to the temperature
drift seen during the experiments in the wind tunnel. It should be noted that this method
will not work at low 𝑂𝐻𝑅s. However, this should not pose a problem as a high 𝑂𝐻𝑅 will
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be used for all in flight applications to ensure that the BLDS – CVA can measure as
much of the turbulence frequency spectrum as possible.
Even though a lot of work has been done to ensure the BLDS – CVA is flight
ready, there is one final step that needs to be taken before flying the BLDS – CVA on an
actual flight. As mentioned before, the pressure transducer needs to be replaced so the
new pressure transducer can withstand the extreme environmental conditions experienced
at high altitudes and has the ability to measure differential pressures at the high speeds
expected from an aircraft. In addition, a new BLDS – CVA case needs to be designed and
manufactured to enclose the larger, high-performance battery that is capable of
withstanding the extreme environmental conditions at high altitudes and has enough
current capacity to measure the desired number of boundary layer profiles.
Some items of interests that should be investigated in future work are the use of a
smaller diameter hot-wire for better frequency response, performing a hot-wire
calibration in a vacuum chamber to simulate high altitudes, and creating a device that can
be used to prevent the hot-wire probe from coming into contact with the surface. Based
on the results seen in Section 2.4, the need to capture higher turbulent fluctuation
frequency is desired. The current diameter hot-wire used on the BLDS – CVA is not able
to capture the turbulent fluctuations expected. With a smaller diameter hot-wire, this will
be possible due to the frequency response of the hot-wire being a function of the hotwire’s diameter. However, it does come at the cost of the hot-wire’s sensitivity. This
would need to be addressed by application of offset and gain to the signal before the A/D
converter.
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Performing a hot-wire calibration in a vacuum chamber to simulate high altitudes
would be a beneficial study to perform. Currently all the data used to validate the method
described in Section 4.4 only consists of temperature change. Being able to calibrate a
hot-wire and quantify the accuracy of the proposed method for lower ambient pressure
would help better understand the boundary layer data that would be measured from flight
testing. It was found that the AMETEK Rotron 90-AA3-126 fan would provide the
performance and size requirement needed to perform a hot-wire calibration inside the
vacuum chambers in the Cal Poly’s Aerospace Engineering Department. The product
specifications can be found in Appendix E.
One major concern in using the hot-wire on the BLDS is the possibility of the hotwire breaking. There are two ways a hot-wire can break. One is by exceeding the hotwire’s operating temperature (resistance), and the other is by making contact with the
delicate hot-wire itself. Not exceeding the hot-wire’s operating resistance has been
addressed through suggesting a 𝑉! in the BLDS – CVA software. However, there is no
current method implemented onto the BLDS – CVA to prevent the hot-wire from coming
into contact with a surface. One possible solution for this problem is to utilize a specific
port on the BLDS – CVA electronics that will shut of the stage if the circuit connected to
the port becomes close. This allows for the option to create a metallic ring holder that can
be fitted onto the hot-wire probe holder. When the ring holder comes into contact with a
conducting surface, the circuit will be open and cause the stage to turn off. This stops the
hot-wire from running into the surface. In addition, the dimension of the ring holder can
be specifically designed so when the stage is shut off through this method the hot-wire
distance from the surface is known and repeatable.
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APPENDIX A.

BENCHTOP CVA UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

This appendix formally shows the benchtop CVA measurement uncertainty
analysis. In Chapter 2, a comparison between the CVA turbulent boundary layer mean
velocity profile is compared with the pressure probe boundary layer mean velocity profile
and discrepancies can be seen between the two data sets. It is desired to see if the
discrepancy seen is due to the measurement or if there is a difference measuring a
boundary layer profile with the benchtop CVA instead of a pressure probe.
In this analysis, a velocity that was deemed a good representation for the entire set
of data was chosen for investigation. This resulted in the analysis being done for
𝑢 = 30  𝑚/𝑠  with a corresponding 𝑂𝐻𝑅 ≅ 1.70. The possible measurements that can
lead to errors in the mean velocity data are the ambient temperature, the effective
resolution of the DAQ, the electric noise detected by the DAQ, and the ambient pressure.
The uncertainty for ambient temperature is 1 degree Celsius, for the effective resolution
of the DAQ is 0.6mV, the electrical noise detected by the DAQ is 1mVrms, and for the
ambient pressure is 3 mm Hg. The uncertainty in the mean velocity data and fluctuating
velocity data will be calculated using Equation (A.1) and Equation (A.2) respectively
!

𝛿𝑢 =

𝑓 𝑧! + 𝛿𝑧! − 𝑓(𝑧! )

!

(A.1)

!

!

𝛿𝑢! =

𝑓 𝑧! + 𝛿𝑧! − 𝑓(𝑧! ) !   .

(A.2)

!

From the measurement uncertainty analysis conducted for a mean velocity value
of 𝑢 = 30  𝑚/𝑠, a contribution of 𝛿𝑢 = ±1.73  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the uncertainty
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of the ambient temperature, 𝛿𝑢 = ±0.13  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the uncertainty of the
resolution of the DAQ, 𝛿𝑢 = ±0.21  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the electrical noise detected
by the DAQ, and 𝛿𝑢 = ±0.22  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the uncertainty of the ambient
pressure. The total uncertainty for the mean velocity measurement at 𝑢 = 30  𝑚/𝑠 put
together, is 𝛿𝑢 = ±1.76  𝑚/𝑠. The uncertainty values for the ambient temperature and
ambient pressure were calculated using the thermal/electric model and the uncertainty
values for the effective resolution of the DAQ and the electrical noise were calculated
using the calibration function.
	
  

From the measurement uncertainty analysis conducted for the fluctuating velocity

at 𝑢 = 30  𝑚/𝑠, a contribution of 𝛿𝑢! = ±0.09  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the uncertainty
of the ambient temperature, 𝛿𝑢! = ±0.01  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the uncertainty of the
resolution of the DAQ, 𝛿𝑢! = ±0.22  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the electrical noise
detected by the DAQ, and 𝛿𝑢! = ±0.01  𝑚/𝑠 can be expected for the uncertainty of the
ambient pressure. The total uncertainty for the fluctuating velocity measurement at
𝑢 = 30  𝑚/𝑠 put together, is 𝛿𝑢! = ±0.24  𝑚/𝑠. Again, the uncertainty values for the
ambient temperature and ambient pressure were calculated using the thermal/electric
model and the uncertainty values for the effective resolution of the DAQ and the
electrical noise were calculated using the calibration function.
Note that these calculations are only valid for the CVA Benchtop experiments
shown in Chapter 2. For the BLDS – CVA, data seen in Chapter 3 and 4, higher 𝑒 ! values
were seen in the data measured so higher values of measurement uncertainties is expected.
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APPENDIX B.

BENCHTOP CVA DAUGHTERBOARD INSTRUCTIONS

Required Equipment
CVA Test Box w/ auxiliary CVA card
4 Banana to Banana cables
MCX to MCX cable
MCX to female BNC cable
2 Digital Volt Meter (DVM)
Hot-wire probe support
Hot-wire probe
Nomenclature
𝑉! (V) = Constant voltage value across
hot-wire probe
𝐼! (mA) = Current through wire
𝑅! (Ω) = Wire resistance at operating temperature (hot)
𝑅! (Ω) = Wire resistance at room temperature (cold)
Output Conversions
System
Calculation Using Output from Binding
Parameter
Post
𝑉!,!" (V) = (5 V/V) x 𝑽𝒘,𝒊𝒏
𝑉!,!"# (V) = (5 V/V) x 𝑽𝒘,𝒐𝒖𝒕
𝐼! (mA) = (24 mA/V) x 𝑰𝒘 (V)
Warnings
1. Know the operating limit of the hot-wire before using the CVA Test Box (does
NOT have burnout protection).
2. Do NOT turn sensor switch on without a hot-wire probe attached to the auxiliary
CVA card.
Operation Procedure
1. Ensure the Pwr., Sensor, and Stop selector switches are flipped down.
2. Connect the hot-wire probe to the hot-wire probe support. Then connect the hotwire probe support to the BNC end of the MCX to BNC cable. Then connect the
MCX end of the MCX to BNC cable to the MCX to MCX cable. Then connect
the remaining end of the MCX to MCX cable to the auxiliary CVA card.
3. Flip Pwr. switch up to the On position to turn CVA Test Box on. Pwr. LED
should now be lit green and the display on the CVA Test Box should read 0.495
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V. Check that pressing and holding the black -𝑽𝒘,𝒐𝒖𝒕 button results in the display
on the CVA Text Box to read 0 V and pressing and holding the black -𝑰𝒘 button
results in the display on the CVA Test Box to read ~ 0 mA.
4. Set 𝑉!,!" to desired value by performing the following procedure. To
incrementally increase the voltage, flip the Stop switch up to Step and then press
and release the red 𝑽𝒘 button. This is the default setting. To decrease the voltage
incrementally from the current voltage setting, hold the red 𝑽𝒘 button down while
flipping the Stop switch up to Step. Releasing the red 𝑽𝒘 button now decreases
𝑉!,!" . Furthermore, this puts the CVA test box to decrease voltage mode. To
further decrease the current voltage setting, press and release the red 𝑽𝒘 button.
To switch from decrease voltage mode to increase voltage mode, flip the Stop
switch down and back up to Step without holding the red 𝑽𝒘 button down. Flip
the Stop switch down to the off position when the desired 𝑉!,!" is set.
Notes: The CVA test box can only increase and decrease 𝑉!,!" by increments of
0.016 V.
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠
𝑽𝒘,𝒐𝒖𝒕   (Volts)/5   𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡
=   
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠
𝑰𝒘   (𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠)/41.6   𝐴𝑚𝑝

𝑅!,!"#!$#"%&'
𝑅!,!"#$!% (Ω)

= 𝑅!,!"#! !"#$% (Ω) – [box + MCX to MCX cable res. +
MCX to female BNC cable res.] (0.40 Ω) – probe
support res. (Ω) – internal probe res. (Ω)
𝑂𝐻𝑅 =   

𝑅!,!"#$!%
𝑅!

Do NOT exceed an OHR > 2.0.
5. Turn airflow on and adjust velocity to the first measurement point.
6. Flip Sensor switch up to the On position. Sensor LED should now be lit red.
Check that the set 𝑉!,!" is what is experimentally seen across the hot-wire
probe,  𝑉!,!"# . Verify this by pressing and holding the black -𝑽𝒘,𝒐𝒖𝒕 button and
observe if the value from the display on the CVA Test Box is the same as when
the black -𝑽𝒘,𝒐𝒖𝒕 button is not held down.
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7. Connect one banana to banana cable end to the binding post of 𝑽𝒘,𝒐𝒖𝒕 and the
other end to the positive input of one of the DVMs. Connect the second banana to
banana cable to the binding post of Gnd and the other end to the negative input of
the same DVM. Connect another banana to banana cable to the binding post of 𝑰𝒘
and the other end to the positive input of the second DVM. Then connect the last
banana to banana cable to the binding post of Gnd. and the other end to the
negative input of the second DVM. Turn on the DVMs and record the mean of
𝑽𝒘,𝒐𝒖𝒕 and 𝑰𝒘 using the min-max functions on the DVM. Repeat, as desired, for
other air velocity values.
8. Once measurements are completed, turn the Sensor and Pwr. switch down to
the off position.
9. Once ALL the LED lights are dark. The airflow can be turned off. Turn DVM off.
10. Carefully remove the hot-wire probe from the hot-wire probe support and return
the hot-wire probe back to its original case. Disassemble all connections made
with the cables and return them to their storage location.
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APPENDIX C.

BLDS – CVA PART SPECIFICATIONS

National Aperture MM-3M-F Motor

MotorizedStages
MM-3M-F
Folded Motorized
MicroMini Stages
TM

Specifications:
*Repeatability:
*Homing Repeatability:
*Accuracy (linearity):
Speed (max.):
†Slider Backlash:
Encoder Conversion (resolution):
(See also: gearhead options)

Standard Slider

AB Slider (anti-backlash)

±2µm
±2µm
±3µm/inch
12mm/second @ 12V
50µm
0.49609µm/count
with 16:1 gearhead

±0.5µm
±0.5µm
±1.5µm/inch
1.65mm/second @ 12V
3µm
0.12406µm/count
with 64:1 gearhead

*Encoder resolution must be added , based on the gearhead: 16:1 add ± 0.5µm, 64:1 add ±0.12 µm
†Slider backlash represents maximum overshoot

Runout (max.):
Gearhead Backlash:
Motor:
Vacuum compatiblity:
Load Capacity:
Direct top or side load:
Push:
Pull:
Tilt:
Twist:

3µm/25.4mm
1-2µm equivalent; can be compensated in software without overshoot
10 mm diameter, 6-12 VDC servo, brush type (see motor specifications)
10-3 Torr, standard,10-6 Torr available
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
8 inch-ounce (560 gram-centimeter)
4 inch-ounce (280 gram-centimeter)

Note: These stages may be run at twice the specified ratings without damage, but with a loss of accuracy and speed.

Travel Ranges and Dimensions:
Travel Range
Model No.
MM-3M-F-0.5
12.7mm (0.5 inch)
MM-3M-F-1

25.4mm (1.0 inch)

MM-3M-F-1.5

38.1mm (1.5 inch)

MM-3M-F-2

50.8mm (2.0 inch)

MM-3M-F-2.5

63.5mm (2.5 inch)

Stage Body (L x W x H)
58.9
2.32
71.6
2.82
84.3
3.32
97.0
3.82
109.7
4.32

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

19.1
0.75
19.1
0.75
19.1
0.75
19.1
0.75
19.1
0.75

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

16.3
0.64
16.3
0.64
16.3
0.64
16.3
0.64
16.3
0.64

(mm)
(inch)
(mm)
(inch)
(mm)
(inch)
(mm)
(inch)
(mm)
(inch)

Weight
53g
53g
58g
58g
63g
63g
68g
68g
73g
73g

x, xy, xyz, xz configurations available
Specify -AB for Anti-Backlash
The information contained in this data sheet is subject to change without notice. Critical dimensions or specifications should be verified with our technical support staff.
National Aperture, Inc.

- 16 Northwestern Dr. -

Salem, N.H. 03079-4810

- Tel. (800) 360-4598 - (603) 893-7393 - FAX (603) 893-7857 -
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www.nationalaperture.com/www.naimotion.com
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All Sensor 10 INCH-G P4V-MINI Differential Sensors
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Honeywell SSCDRNN015PAAA5 15 psia Absolute Sensors
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Energizer 9-Volt LiMnO2 battery	
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TFX–11v2 Dual Microcontroller Subsystem	
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TFX-11v2 Schematic
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APPENDIX D.

BLDS – CVA SOFTWARE

BLDS – GT – CVA Hardware Test Program
//BLDS-GT-CVA Hardware Test Program
//Updated 6_28_2013 added CVA daughterboard functions
//
///////////// DEFINITIONS FOR -GT-CVA (November 2012/ Jan 2013) HARDWARE
CONFIGURATION //////////////
// ... PA & RB digital inputs/outputs (PA0-7 map to 0-7 and RB0-7 map to 16 to 23)
// 0 PA0 i counter
// 1 PA1 o CVA--Vw step
// 2 PA2 i stage upper limit
// 3 PA3 o CVA--Vw stop/set
// 4 PA4 i stage lower limit
// 5 PA5 o CVA-- sensor ON
// 6 PA6 i rotary home if ON
// 7 PA7 o CVA--power ON
// 16 RB0 o stage power
// 17 RB1 o turn on 3 pressure sensors, LED, bat voltage divider, temp sensor
// 18 RB2 o encoder power... MUST be ON to count encoder pulses!
// 19 RB3 o stage direction
// 20 RB4 o rotary step
// 21 RB5 o satellite R power (also used for Conrad power)
// 22 RB6 o satellite L power
// 23 RB7 o rotary power
// ... AD12 12-bit A/D inputs (read with CHAN(**), **=0-10 (11 channels))
// 0 AD12-0 temperature
// 1 AD12-1 R satellite probe differential, also CVA-- Vw in check
// 2 AD12-2 R satellite freestream differential, also CVA-- Vw out
// 3 AD12-3 battery voltage
// 4 AD12-4 R satellite static, also CVA-- Iw out
// 5 AD12-5 main static
// 6 AD12-6 L satellite static
// 7 AD12-7 freestream differential
// 8 AD12-8 L satellite freestream differential
// 9 AD12-9 main probe differential
// 10 AD12-10 L satellite probe differential
///////////// -AV3b (through BLDS-G Dec 2009) HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
//////////////
// ... PA & RB digital inputs/outputs (PA0-7 map to 0-7 and RB0-7 map to 16 to 23
// 0 PA0 i counter
// 1 PA1 o turn on 3 pressure sensors, LED, bat voltage divider, temp sensor
// 2 PA2 o stage power
// 3 PA3 o satellite R power (also used for Conrad power)
// 4 PA4 o stage direction AND rotary step
// 5 PA5 i rotary home if ON
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// 6 PA6 i stage lower limit
// 7 PA7 i stage upper limit
// 16 RB0
// 17 RB1 o satellite L power
// 18 RB2
// 19 RB3 o rotary power... also, rotary home encoder power
// 20 RB4
// 21 RB5 o encoder power... MUST be ON to count encoder pulses!
// 22 RB6
// 23 RB7 o stage extra power (smaller resistor for current limit)
// ... AD12 12-bit A/D inputs (read with CHAN(**), **=0-10 (11 channels))
// 0 AD12-0 main static
// 1 AD12-1 R satellite probe differential
// 2 AD12-2 R satellite freestream differential
// 3 AD12-3 battery voltage
// 4 AD12-4 R satellite static
// 5 AD12-5 main freestream differential
// 6 AD12-6 L satellite static
// 7 AD12-7 temperature
// 8 AD12-8 L satellite freestream differential
// 9 AD12-9 main probe differential
// 10 AD12-10 L satellite probe differential
print "***BLDS-GT CVA Hardware Test Program: AV3 JUN 2013 ***"
gosub startup // Output power off, Check Data File Erased,
// Initialize Control-C Redirection & Onerr Redirection
gosub mainmenu
gosub shutdown
// does not return
mainmenu:
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is
applied to any outputs
choice1$ = "N"
while (choice1$ <> "5") // loop main menu until user exits
gosub printmainmenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice1$, #1
if (choice1$ = "1")
gosub sensorsmenu
else
if (choice1$ = "2")
gosub hotwiremenu
else
if (choice1$ = "3")
gosub stagemenu
else
if (choice1$ = "4")
gosub rotarymenu
else
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if (choice1$ = "5")
print "Exiting..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid choice! Please reenter."
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
wend
// while loop terminated, Menu choice "5" was entered by user
return
printmainmenu:
print nl$, "Main Menu"
print " 1) Pressure Sensors/Battery"
print " 2) Hot-Wire"
print " 3) Stage Assembly"
print " 4) Rotary Assembly"
print " 5) Exit Program"
return
sensorsmenu:
choice2$ = "N"
while (choice2$ <> "5") // loop sensors menu until user exits
gosub printsensorsmenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice2$, #1
if (choice2$ = "1")
gosub sensorsoption1
else
if (choice2$ = "2")
gosub sensorsoption2
else
if (choice2$ = "3")
gosub sensorsoption3
else
if (choice2$ = "4")
gosub sensorsoption4
else
if (choice2$ = "5")
print "Exiting..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid choice! Please reenter."
endif
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endif
endif
endif
endif
wend
return
printsensorsmenu:
print nl$, "Sensors Menu"
print " 1) Read all sensors at max rate for (N) seconds, average and display
results"
print " 2) Read selected sensor, display all raw readings"
print " 3) Read selected sensor, display ave / min-max / std dev"
print " 4) Flash LED"
print " 5) Exit Sensors Menu"
return
sensorsoption1:
print nl$, "Read all sensors at max rate for (N) seconds, average and display
results"
//turn ON power to main sensors and slight warm-up delay from gathering user
input
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
// from user get number of seconds to test sensors
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
input "Number of seconds to read sensors: " duration
print "You entered ", duration
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
// initialize sensor variables
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
prestonsignal! = 0
prestonave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
starttime = ?
// Start Max Wait Timer
endtime = ?
// endtime used to calculate elapsed time
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k=1
// number of iterations so far (used in running ave
calculation)
while ( endtime - starttime < duration )
// read & average main sensors
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
prestonsignal! = chan(9)
prestonave! = prestonave! + ((prestonsignal! - prestonave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
k=k+1
// increment our iteration counter
endtime = ? // capture the current time
wend
// turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
// compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
preston! = (prestonave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0
// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) 273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763)
// 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
// print data to screen
pitots$ = str(#7.3F, pitot!, ",")
statics$ = str(#7.3F, static!, ",")
prestons$ = str(#7.3F, preston!, ",")
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!)
print "Pitot(V),Static(V),Preston(V),Temp(C),Voltage"
print pitots$, statics$, prestons$, temps$, batvfs$
return
sensorsoption2:
print nl$, "Read selected sensor, display all raw readings"
//turn ON power to main sensors with slight warm-up delay from gathering user
input
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
// from user get which sensor to test
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
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print "Please choose which sensor to test"
print "Choices: pitot(7), static(5), preston(9), temperature(0), battery(3)"
input "Please choose which sensor to test: " sensor_to_test, #1
print "You entered ", sensor_to_test
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
print
for k = 1 to 50
print chan(sensor_to_test)
sleep 0
sleep 1
next k
print
// turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
return
sensorsoption3:
print nl$, "Read selected sensor, display ave / min-max / std dev"
//turn ON power to main sensors with slight warm-up delay from gathering user
input
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
// from user get which sensor to test
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Please choose which sensor to test"
print "Choices: pitot(7), static(5), preston(9), temperature(0), battery(3)"
input "Please choose which sensor to test: " sensor_to_test, #1
print "You entered ", sensor_to_test
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
sensorave! = 0
sdevave! = 0
sumOfSquaresAve! = 0
sensormin! = chan(sensor_to_test) // get initial reading
sensormax! = sensormin!
for k = 1 to 50
sleep 0
sleep 1
sensorsignal! = chan(sensor_to_test)
if (sensorsignal! > sensormax!)
sensormax! = sensorsignal!
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endif
if (sensorsignal! < sensormin!)
sensormin! = sensorsignal!
endif
kk! = k
sensorave! = sensorave! + ((sensorsignal! - sensorave!) / kk!)
sumOfSquaresAve! = sumOfSquaresAve! + ((sensorsignal! *
sensorsignal! - sumOfSquaresAve!) / kk!)
next k
// turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
sdevave! = sqr(sumOfSquaresAve! - (sensorave! * sensorave!))
if (sensor_to_test = 3) // battery
sdev! = (sdevave! * 3 * .0000763)
// 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
sensor! = (sensorave! * 3 * .0000763)
min! = (sensormin! * 3 * .0000763)
max! = (sensormax! * 3 * .0000763)
else
if (sensor_to_test = 0) // temperature
sdev! = (sdevave! * .00763)
// 100.0 * (tempave! *
0.0000763) - 273.0
sensor! = (sensorave! * .00763) - 273.0
min! = (sensormin! * .00763) - 273.0
max! = (sensormax! * .00763) - 273.0
else // must be either pitot, preston, or static
sdev! = (sdevave! * .0000763)
sensor! = (sensorave! * .0000763)
min! = (sensormin! * .0000763)
max! = (sensormax! * .0000763)
endif
endif
// print data to screen
print
print "ave = ", str(#7.3F, sensor!)
print "sdev = ", str(#7.3F, sdev!)
print "min = ", str(#7.3F, min!)
print "max = ", str(#7.2F, max!)
print
return
sensorsoption4:
// 17 RB1 o turn on 3 pressure sensors, LED, bat voltage divider, temp sensor
print nl$, "Flashing LED for 10 seconds..."
for x = 1 to 10
pset 17
sleep 0
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sleep 50
pclr 17
sleep 0
sleep 50
next x
return
hotwiremenu:
choice3$ = "N"
while (choice3$ <> "6") // loop menu until user exits
gosub printhotwiremenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice3$, #1
if (choice3$ = "1")
gosub hotwireoption1
else
if (choice3$ = "2")
gosub hotwireoption2
else
if (choice3$ = "3")
gosub hotwireoption3
else
if (choice3$ = "4")
gosub hotwireoption4
else
if (choice3$ = "5")
gosub hotwireoption5
else
if (choice3$ = "6")
print "Exiting..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid choice!
Please re-enter."
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
wend
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
return
printhotwiremenu:
print nl$, "Hot-Wire Menu"
print " 1) Set/Check V_w"
print " 2) Read all 3 CVA Outputs 5-sec avg (Have Hot-Wire Attached!!!)"
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print " 3) Read only selected sensor; display all raw readings (Have Hot-Wire
Attached!!!)"
print " 4) Read selected signal, display average/min-max/std dev (Have Hot-Wire
Attached!!!)"
print " 5) Calculate a suggested V_w based on ambient/testing conditions"
print " 6) Exit Hot-Wire Menu"
return
hotwireoption1:
pset 7 // Power PA7 CVA--power ON
sleep 0
sleep 20
gosub setvw
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
return
hotwireoption2:
pset 7 // Power PA7 CVA--power ON
sleep 0
sleep 20
gosub setvw
CVAvwout = 2
CVAiwout = 4
CVAvwin = 1
input "Attach Hot-Wire to BLDS-GT-CVA if it hasn't been done already. Press
Enter to continue." blank
pset 5
sleep 0
sleep 20
// initialize sensor variables
vwoutsignal! = 0
vwoutave! = 0
iwoutsignal! = 0
iwoutave! = 0
vwinsignal! = 0
vwinave! = 0
duration = 5 // seconds
starttime = ? // Start Max Wait Timer
endtime = ? // endtime used to calculate elapsed time
k=1
// number of iterations so far (used in running ave calculation)
while ( endtime - starttime < duration )
// read & average main sensors
kk! = k
vwoutsignal! = chan(CVAvwout)
vwoutave! = vwoutave! + ((vwoutsignal! - vwoutave!) / kk!)
iwoutsignal! = chan(CVAiwout)
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iwoutave! = iwoutave! + ((iwoutsignal! - iwoutave!) / kk!)
vwinsignal! = chan(CVAvwin)
vwinave! = vwinave! + ((vwinsignal! - vwinave!) / kk!)
k=k+1
// increment our iteration counter
endtime = ? // capture the current time
wend
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
// compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
vwout! = (vwoutave! * .0000763 / 5)
iwout! = (iwoutave! * .0000763)
vwin! = (vwinave! * .0000763 / 5)
// print data to screen
vwouts$ = str(#7.3F, vwout!)
iwouts$ = str(#7.3F, iwout!)
vwins$ = str(#7.3F, vwin!)
print
print "V_wout = ", vwouts$
print "I_wout = ", iwouts$
print "V_win = ", vwins$
return
hotwireoption3:
pset 7 // Power PA7 CVA--power ON
sleep 0
sleep 20
gosub setvw
// determine which sensor to use
// sensor to use -> sensor_to_test
gosub get_sensor
input "Attach Hot-Wire to BLDS-GT-CVA if it hasn't been done already. Press
Enter to continue." blank
pset 5
sleep 0
sleep 20
print
for k = 1 to 50
print chan(sensor_to_test)
sleep 0
sleep 1
next k
print
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
return
hotwireoption4:
pset 7 // Power PA7 CVA--power ON
sleep 0
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sleep 20
gosub setvw
// determine which satellite and which sensor to use
// satellite choic -> pwrpin
// sensor to use -> sensor_to_test
gosub get_sensor
input "Attach Hot-Wire to BLDS-GT-CVA if it hasn't been done already. Press
Enter to continue." blank
pset 5
sleep 0
sleep 20
sensorave! = 0
sdevave! = 0
sumOfSquaresAve! = 0
sensormin! = chan(sensor_to_test) // get initial reading
sensormax! = sensormin!
for k = 1 to 50
sleep 0
sleep 1
sensorsignal! = chan(sensor_to_test)
if (sensorsignal! > sensormax!)
sensormax! = sensorsignal!
endif
if (sensorsignal! < sensormin!)
sensormin! = sensorsignal!
endif
kk! = k
sensorave! = sensorave! + ((sensorsignal! - sensorave!) / kk!)
sumOfSquaresAve! = sumOfSquaresAve! + ((sensorsignal! *
sensorsignal! - sumOfSquaresAve!) / k)
next k
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
sdevave! = sqr(sumOfSquaresAve! - (sensorave! * sensorave!))
if (sensor_to_test = 2 | sensor_to_test = 1)
sdev! = (sdevave! * .0000763 / 5)
sensor! = (sensorave! * .0000763 / 5)
min! = (sensormin! * .0000763 / 5)
max! = (sensormax! * .0000763 / 5)
else
sdev! = (sdevave! * .0000763)
sensor! = (sensorave! * .0000763)
min! = (sensormin! * .0000763)
max! = (sensormax! * .0000763)
endif
// print data to screen
print
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print "ave = ", str(#7.3F, sensor!)
print "sdev = ", str(#7.3F, sdev!)
print "min = ", str(#7.3F, min!)
print "max = ", str(#7.2F, max!)
print
return
hotwireoption5:
pset 17
Te! = 0
input "What is the cold resistance (in ohms) of the hot-wire at 20 degree Celsius?
" R_inf!
input "What is the maximum speed (in m/s) the hot-wire will experience during
the gathering of boundary layer profile data? " U!
input "What is the ambient pressure (in mm Hg)? " P_inf!
Ohr! = 2
alpha_20! = 0.0042
dia! = 0.0000038
// meters
L! = 0.00127
// meters
U! = U! * 0.1
Te! = chan(0)
T_inf! = (Te! * .00763)
// Kelvin
pclr 17
R_w! = Ohr! * R_inf!
T_w! = T_inf! + (((R_w!/R_inf!) - 1)/alpha_20!)
T_f! = (T_w! + T_inf!)/2
k_f! = 0.0239 + 0.000073189 * (T_f!-273.0) - 0.000000018982 * (T_f!273.0)*(T_f!-273.0)
T_ratio! = T_f!/T_inf!
rho_f! = 1.2929 * (273.0/T_f!) * (P_inf!/760)
nu_f! = (84.986+(7 * T_f!) - 0.0037501 * (T_f! * T_f!)) * 0.00000001/rho_f!
Re! = U!*dia!/nu_f!
// Approximation of Re^0.45
approx! = 1 + 0.45*log(Re!) + ((0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/2 +
((0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/6 + ((0.45*log(Re!)) *
(0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/24 + ((0.45*log(Re!)) *
(0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/120 +
((0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!))
* (0.45*log(Re!)))/720
// Approximation of (T_f/T_inf)^0.17
T_rat_approx! = 1 + 0.17*log(T_ratio!) + ((0.17*log(T_ratio!)) *
(0.17*log(T_ratio!)))/2 + ((0.17*log(T_ratio!)) * (0.17*log(T_ratio!)) *
(0.17*log(T_ratio!)))/6
A_s! = 3.14159 * dia! * L!
V_w! = sqr((0.24 + 0.56 * approx!) * T_rat_approx! * k_f! * A_s! * ((Ohr!1)/alpha_20!) * Ohr! * R_inf!/dia!)
V_ws$ = str(#7.3F, V_w!, nl$)
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print nl$, "The suggested wire voltage to set the hot-wire to is: ", V_ws$
return
get_sensor:
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Which sensor would you like to test?"
input "V_wout(U), I_wout(I), V_win (W): " probe$, #1
print "You entered ", probe$
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
if (probe$ = "U")
sensor_to_test = 2 // CVA-V_wout
else
if (probe$ = "I")
sensor_to_test = 4 // CVA-I_wout
else
sensor_to_test = 1 // CVA-V_win
endif
endif
return
setvw:
vwoutsignal! = 0
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
input "What V_w would you like to test at?: " vwireset!
print "You entered ", vwireset!
input "Is this correct? <Y or N>: " answer$, #1
wend
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
vwiresets! = vwireset! - 0.016
if (vwiresets! >= vwinsignal!)
while(vwiresets! > vwinsignal!)
pset 3
pset 1
pclr 1
pclr 3
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
wend
else
if (vwireset! < vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pset 3
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pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
while(vwireset! <= vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
wend
endif
endif
print "V_w is set to ", vwinsignal!
return
stagemenu:
choice2$ = "N"
while (choice2$ <> "5") // loop menu until user exits
gosub printstagemenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice2$, #1
if (choice2$ = "1")
gosub stageoption1
else
if (choice2$ = "2")
gosub stageoption2
else
if (choice2$ = "3")
gosub stageoption3
else
if (choice2$ = "4")
gosub stageoption4
else
if (choice2$ = "5")
print "Exiting..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid choice! Please reenter."
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
wend
pclr 16 // ensure stage pwr off upon exit of stage menu
return
printstagemenu:
// Display actual counts during all tests
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print nl$, "Stage Menu"
print " 1) Move in selected direction for specified number of counts at set PWM"
print " 2) Move to limit in selected direction at set PWM"
print " 3) Move for specified time interval"
print " 4) Move probe traverse"
print " 5) Exit Stage Menu"
return
stageoption1:
print nl$, "Move in selected direction for specified number of counts at set PWM"
// prompt for direction
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Select the stage movement direction"
print " 1) Up"
print " 2) Down"
input "Direction Choice: " stage_direction
print "You entered ", stage_direction
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
if (stage_direction = 1)
pclr 19, 20
// set direction UP
else
pset 19, 20
// set direction DOWN
endif
// prompt for target counts
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Input the target number of counts to move stage"
input "Target counts: " target
print "You entered ", target
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
// prompt for PWM
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Input the PWM Duty Cycle as an integer percentage"
print "where 1 = 10% and 10 = 100%"
input "Duty Cycle (1 - 10): " on_time
print "You entered ", on_time
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
off_time = 10 - on_time
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pset 18 //turn ON stage encoder power
sleep 0
sleep 20
// turn on background counting process to count encoder pulses
backcount = 0
count backcount
while (backcount < target)
// PWM loop
pset 16
// stage pwr on
for i = 1 to on_time
next i
pclr 16
// stage pwr off
for i = 1 to off_time
next i
wend
sleep 0
// give stage time to come to a stop
sleep 50
count
// turn off background counting
pclr 18
// turn OFF encoder power to limit
battery power drain
print "counts moved = ", backcount
return
stageoption2:
print nl$, "Move to limit in selected direction at set PWM"
// prompt for direction
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Select the stage movement direction"
print " 1) Up"
print " 2) Down"
input "Direction Choice: " stage_direction, #1
print "You entered ", stage_direction
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
if (stage_direction = 1)
pclr 19, 20
// set direction UP
checkpin = 2
else
pset 19, 20 // set direction DOWN
checkpin = 4
endif
// prompt for PWM
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Input the PWM Duty Cycle as an integer percentage"
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print "where 1 = 10% and 10 = 100%"
input "Duty Cycle (1 - 10): " on_time
print "You entered ", on_time
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
off_time = 10 - on_time
pset 18 //turn ON stage encoder power
sleep 0
sleep 20
// turn on background counting process to count encoder pulses
backcount = 0
count backcount
while (pin(checkpin) <> 0) // finish PWM loop when stage limit pin = 0
pset 16 // stage pwr on
for i = 1 to on_time
next i
pclr 16 // stage pwr off
for i = 1 to off_time
next i
wend
sleep 0 // give stage time to come to a stop
sleep 50
count // turn off background counting
pclr 18 // turn OFF encoder power to limit battery power drain
print "counts moved = ", backcount
return
stageoption3:
print nl$, "Move for specified time interval"
// prompt for direction
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Select the stage movement direction"
print " 1) Up"
print " 2) Down"
input "Direction Choice: " stage_direction, #1
print "You entered ", stage_direction
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
// prompt for stage movement duration in seconds
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Input the number of seconds to move stage"
input "Duration in seconds: " duration, #1
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print "You entered ", duration
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
if (stage_direction = 1)
pclr 19, 20
// set direction UP
checkpin = 2
else
pset 19, 20
// set direction DOWN
checkpin = 4
endif
pset 16 // stage pwr on
readrtc // copy PIC time to ?-variable
starttime = ?
done = 0
while (pin(checkpin) <> 0 & done <> 1)
endtime = ?
if ((endtime - starttime) > duration)
done = 1
endif
wend
pclr 16
// stage pwr off
sleep 0
// give stage time to come to a stop
sleep 50
return
stageoption4:
movement$ = "s"
input "Enter the number of counts to move: " increment
//increment = 100
//set how many counts to move per input
print "Press e to exit, i to move up, or k to move down"
print "WARNING: Limit switches are not activated"
while (movement$ <> "e" & movement$ <> "E")
input "" movement$, #1, !N;
// turn on background counting process to count encoder pulses
pset 18
//turn on encoder
backcount = 0
count backcount
if(movement$ = "I" | movement$ = "i")
//reset count
pclr 19, 20
//set stage direction
pset 16
//turn on stage
while(backcount < increment)
wend
pclr 16
pclr 18
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else
if(movement$ = "K" | movement$ = "k")
pset 19, 20
//set stage direction
pset 16
//turn on stage
while(backcount < increment)
wend
pclr 16
pclr 18
endif
endif
wend
pclr 19, 20
pset 19, 20
return
rotarymenu:
//RB7 enables step motor and provides hold torque (PA3 was used for this before
-AV3)
pset 23 // RB7
choice2$ = "N"
while (choice2$ <> "4") // loop menu until user exits
gosub printrotarymenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice2$, #1
if (choice2$ = "1")
gosub rotaryoption1
else
if (choice2$ = "2")
gosub rotaryoption2
else
if (choice2$ = "3")
gosub rotaryoption3
else
if (choice2$ = "4")
print "Exiting..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid choice! Please re-enter."
endif
endif
endif
endif
wend
// Clear RB7 to turn off stepper motor--no hold torque now!
pclr 23
return
printrotarymenu:
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print nl$, "Rotary Menu"
print " 1) roll specified number of steps, HOME status at each step"
print " 2) read/report HOME status"
print " 3) roll to HOME, report number of steps"
print " 4) Exit Rotary Menu"
return
rotaryoption1:
print nl$, "roll specified number of steps, HOME status at each step"
// prompt for stage movement duration in seconds
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
print "Input the number of steps to roll the rotary assembly"
input "Steps to roll: " steps
print "You entered ", steps
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input: " answer$, #1
wend
// RB3 & RB4 hi/lo steps the roll motor
pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 20
for counter = 1 to steps
pset 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 5
pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 5
// rotary home indicator is PA6; check with rotary motor enabled by
setting RB7
homep = pin(6)
if (homep = 0) // not a home position
print "Step ", counter, ": Not at HOME position"
else
print "Step ", counter, ": At HOME position"
endif
next counter
pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 20
return
rotaryoption2:
print nl$, "read/report HOME status"
// PA4 hi/lo steps the roll motor
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pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 20
// rotary home indicator is PA6; check with rotary motor enabled by setting RB7
homep = pin(6)
if (homep = 0) // not a home position
print "Not at HOME position"
else
print "At HOME position"
endif
pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 20
return
rotaryoption3:
print nl$, "roll to HOME, report number of steps"
// RB3 & RB7 hi/lo steps the roll motor
pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 20
counter = 0
// rotary home indicator is PA6; check with rotary motor enabled by setting RB7
homep = pin(6)
while (homep = 0)
pset 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 5
pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 5
counter = counter + 1
homep = pin(6)
wend
print counter, " steps taken to get to home position"
pclr 19, 20
sleep 0
sleep 20
return
///////////////// STARTUP SUBROUTINE //////////////////////
startup:
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
true = 1
// some true/false constants
false = 0
// do not change these!!!
cbreak quick_exit
// goto mainmenu label when Ctrl-C pressed
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error = 0
onerr quick_exit, error

// goto quick_exit if execution error occurs,
// error information stored in 'error'
// Initialize low-battery threshhold
// a new-line string for formatting output

lowbatvalue! = 5.3
nl$ = str(\13,\10)
if (DFERASED = 0)
print nl$, "WARNING: data file not erased"
print "Enter Y to continue, otherwise program will terminate"
input answer$,#1
if (answer$ <> "Y")
stop
endif
endif

return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////// QUICK_EXIT SUBROUTINE /////////////////////
// Control-C was pressed, OR error occured, exit gracefully
// Error List on page 144 of TFBasic Manual
quick_exit:
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is
applied to any outputs
count
// Make sure background counter is off
call &hFD88,0
// flush output buffer to datafile
if (error = 0)
// error did not occur
print "Control-C Pressed, Program Stopped, Ready for Data Offload."
else
// error did occur
message$ = str("Error #", error / 65536, " @", #05H, error % 65536)
print message$
store #$, message$
call &hFD88,0
// flush output buffer to datafile
endif
stop
return
// Program will never reach this return statement
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// SHUTDOWN SUBROUTINE //////////////////////
shutdown:
//CLEAR OUTPUTS, just to be sure
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
stop // go ahead and stop, power-on but in lo-power config
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
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BLDS – GT – CVA Program
// BLDS-GT-CVA NOV 2012/ JAN 2103
///////////// DEFINITIONS FOR -GT-CVA (November 2012/ Jan 2013) HARDWARE
CONFIGURATION //////////////
// ... PA & RB digital inputs/outputs (PA0-7 map to 0-7 and RB0-7 map to 16 to 23)
// 0 PA0 i counter
// 1 PA1 o CVA--Vw step
// 2 PA2 i stage upper limit
// 3 PA3 o CVA--Vw stop/set
// 4 PA4 i stage lower limit
// 5 PA5 o CVA-- sensor ON
// 6 PA6 i rotary home if ON
// 7 PA7 o CVA--power ON
// 16 RB0 o stage power
// 17 RB1 o turn on 3 pressure sensors, LED, bat voltage divider, temp sensor
// 18 RB2 o encoder power... MUST be ON to count encoder pulses!
// 19 RB3 o stage direction
// 20 RB4 o rotary step
// 21 RB5 o satellite R power (also used for Conrad power)
// 22 RB6 o satellite L power
// 23 RB7 o rotary power
// ... AD12 12-bit A/D inputs (read with CHAN(**), **=0-10 (11 channels)
// 0 AD12-0 temperature
// 1 AD12-1 R satellite probe differential, also CVA-- Vw in check
// 2 AD12-2 R satellite freestream differential, also CVA-- Vw out
// 3 AD12-3 battery voltage
// 4 AD12-4 R satellite static, also CVA-- Iw out
// 5 AD12-5 main static
// 6 AD12-6 L satellite static
// 7 AD12-7 freestream differential
// 8 AD12-8 L satellite freestream differential
// 9 AD12-9 main probe differential
// 10 AD12-10 L satellite probe differential
///////////// DEFINITIONS FOR -AV3b (through BLDS-G Dec 2009) HARDWARE
CONFIGURATION //////////////
// ... PA & RB digital inputs/outputs (PA0-7 map to 0-7 and RB0-7 map to 16 to 23)
// 0 PA0 i counter
// 1 PA1 o turn on 3 pressure sensors, LED, bat voltage divider, temp sensor
// 2 PA2 o stage power
// 3 PA3 o satellite R power (also used for Conrad power)
// 4 PA4 o stage direction AND rotary step
// 5 PA5 i rotary home if ON
// 6 PA6 i stage lower limit
// 7 PA7 i stage upper limit
// 16 RB0
// 17 RB1 o satellite L power
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// 18 RB2
// 19 RB3 o rotary power... also, rotary home encoder power
// 20 RB4
// 21 RB5 o encoder power... MUST be ON to count encoder pulses!
// 22 RB6
// 23 RB7 o stage extra power (smaller resistor for current limit)
// ... AD12 12-bit A/D inputs (read with CHAN(**), ** = 0-10 (11 channels))
// 0 AD12-0 main static
// 1 AD12-1 R satellite probe differential
// 2 AD12-2 R satellite freestream differential
// 3 AD12-3 battery voltage
// 4 AD12-4 R satellite static
// 5 AD12-5 main freestream differential
// 6 AD12-6 L satellite static
// 7 AD12-7 temperature
// 8 AD12-8 L satellite freestream differential
// 9 AD12-9 main probe differential
// 10 AD12-10 L satellite probe differential
// Enter startup subroutines here
print
print "*** BLDS_GT_7x10_v1_2013-07-01 JUL 2013 ***"
gosub startup
gosub batt_check
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
print "Battery voltage: " , batvfs$, nl$
store #$, "Program Version: BLDS_GT_7x10_v1_2013-01-29 ", nl$
gosub input_time
// Time Initialization
gosub mainmenu
gosub shutdown
mainmenu:
choice1$ = "N"
while (choice1$<> "3") // loop main menu until user exits
gosub printmainmenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice1$, #1
if (choice1$ = "1")
gosub taskmenu
else
if (choice1$ = "2")
gosub generalnoteinput
else
if (choice1$ = "3")
print "Exiting..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid choice! Please re-enter."
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endif
endif
endif
wend
// while loop terminated, Menu choice "3" was entered by user
return
printmainmenu:
print nl$, "Main Menu"
print " 1) Task Menu"
print " 2) Add General Notes"
print " 3) Exit Program"
return
generalnoteinput:
answer1$ = "N"
while (answer1$ <> "Y")
// 1 byte = 1 character
input "Enter General Notes (limit 80 characters): " generalnote$, #80
print "You entered: ", generalnote$
input "Is this correct? <Y or N>: " answer1$, #1
wend
// while loop terminates when user enters Y
store #$, "General Notes: ", generalnote$, nl$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
return
taskmenu:
choice2$ = "N"
while (choice2$ <> "7") // loop task menu until user exits
gosub printtaskmenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice2$, #1
if (choice2$ = "1")
gosub batterycheck
else
if (choice2$ = "2")
gosub freestream
else
if (choice2$ = "3")
gosub windoff
else
if (choice2$ = "4")
gosub hotwireprofile
else
if (choice2$ = "5")
gosub hotwirecalibration
else
if (choice2$ = "6")
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gosub specificnotes
else
if (choice2$ = "7")
print "Exiting task
menu..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid
Choice! Please re-enter."
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
wend
return
printtaskmenu:
print nl$, "Task Menu"
print " 1) Battery Check (stored)"
print " 2) Freestream Check for 10 seconds (NOT stored)"
print " 3) Take Pressure Windoff Data for 10 seconds (stored)"
print " 4) Take Hot-Wire Profile (stored)"
print " 5) Hot-Wire Calibration (stored)"
print " 6) Notes (stored)"
print " 7) Exit Task Menu"
return
batterycheck:
print "Battery Check (stored)", nl$
gosub batt_check
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
print "Battery voltage: " , batvfs$, nl$
store #$, "Battery Voltage = "
store #$,batvfs$,nl$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
return
freestream:
print "Freestream Data (NOT stored)", nl$
//DATA ACQUISITION
//turn ON power to main sensors and slight warm-up delay
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
// from user get rate to test sensors
//read & average main sensor
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pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
duration = 10 // seconds
starttime = ? // Start Max Wait Timer
endtime = ? // endtime used to calculate elapsed time
k=1
// number of iterations so far (used in running ave calculation)
while ( endtime - starttime < duration )
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
k=k+1
// increment our iteration counter
endtime = ? // capture the current time
wend
//turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
//compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0
// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) - 273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763) // 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
readrtc
rtime
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
statics$ = str(#7.4F, static!, ",")
pitots$ = str(#7.4F, pitot!, ",")
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
//PRINT TO SCREEN (for benchtop monitor/checkout)
print "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Temp(C),BatVolt,", nl$
print times$, pitots$, statics$, temps$, batvfs$, nl$
return
windoff:
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store #$, "Wind-Off Data", nl$
print "Wind-Off Data (stored)", nl$
//DATA ACQUISITION
//turn ON power to main sensors and slight warm-up delay
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
//read & average main sensor
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
prestonsignal! = 0
prestonave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
// Take data for 10 seconds
duration = 10 // seconds
starttime = ? // Start Max Wait Timer
endtime = ? // endtime used to calculate elapsed time
k=0
// number of iterations so far (used in running ave calculation)
while ( endtime - starttime < duration )
k=k+1
// increment our iteration counter
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
prestonsignal! = chan(9)
prestonave! = prestonave! + ((prestonsignal! - prestonave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
endtime = ? // capture the current time
wend
//turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
//compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
preston! = (prestonave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0
// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) - 273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763) // 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
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readrtc
rtime
//DATA STORAGE
store #$, "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Preston(V),Temp(C),BatVolt,Samples", nl$
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
store #$, times$
pitots$ = str(#7.4F, pitot!, ",")
store #$, pitots$
statics$ = str(#7.4F, static!, ",")
store #$, statics$
prestons$ = str(#7.4F, preston!, ",")
store #$, prestons$
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
store #$, temps$
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
store #$, batvfs$
samples$ = str(" ", k, ",", nl$)
store #$, samples$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
//PRINT TO SCREEN (for benchtop monitor/checkout)
print "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Preston(V),Temperature(C),Voltage,Samples",
nl$
print times$, pitots$, statics$, prestons$, temps$, batvfs$, samples$, nl$
return
hotwireprofile:
store #$, "Hot-Wire Profile Data", nl$
print "Hot-Wire Data (stored)", nl$
gosub noteinputmenu
for ipro = 1 to npros
// initialize profile variables
iypt = 0
totalcount = 0
target = r
// ensure stage is at lower limit
gosub lochk
// print header for current profile
gosub profile_header
while (totalcount < maxtotal)
gosub take_pt_data
// LO-BATTERY CHECK
if (batvf! < lowbatvalue!)
// less than 5.5 Volts, do thorough
check
gosub batt_check
endif
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// move stage to next ypt
gosub next_stage_pt
if (badmove = 1)

// if stage fails to

move...
totalcount = maxtotal
ipro = ipro - 1

// exit while loop early
// redo current profile

endif
wend
// move stage all the way down for next profile or finish
gosub stage_down
next ipro
return
hotwirecalibration:
store #$, "Calibration Data", nl$
print "Hot-Wire Calibration (stored)", nl$
CVAvwout = 2
CVAiwout = 4
CVAvwin = 1
// initialize sensor variables
vwoutsignal! = 0
vwoutave! = 0
iwoutsignal! = 0
iwoutave! = 0
vwinsignal! = 0
vwinave! = 0
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
input "What V_w would you like to calibrate at?: " vwireset!
print "You entered ", vwireset!
input "Is this correct? <Y or N>: " answer$, #1
wend
pset 7
sleep 0
sleep 20
vwiresets$ = str(#7.3F, vwireset!)
store #$, "V_w = ", vwiresets$, nl$
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
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vwireset1! = vwireset! - 0.016
if (vwireset1! >= vwinsignal!)
while(vwireset1! > vwinsignal!)
pset 3
pset 1
pclr 1
pclr 3
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
wend
else
if (vwireset! < vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pset 3
pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
while(vwireset! <= vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
wend
endif
endif
pclr 1, 3
vwoutsignal! = 0
vwoutave! = 0
iwoutsignal! = 0
iwoutave! = 0
vwinsignal! = 0
vwinave! = 0
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
answer4$ = "N"
while (answer4$ <> "Y")
// 1 byte = 1 character
input "Enter calibration notes (limit 80 characters): " note$, #80
print "You entered: ", note$
input "Is this correct <Y or N>: " answer4$, #1
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wend
store #$, "Notes: ", note$, nl$
duration = 10 // seconds
starttime = ? // Start Max Wait Timer
endtime = ? // endtime used to calculate elapsed time
k=0
// number of iterations so far (used in running ave calculation)
pset 5, 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
while ( endtime - starttime < duration )
// read & average main sensors
k=k+1
// increment our iteration counter
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
vwoutsignal! = chan(CVAvwout)
vwoutave! = vwoutave! + ((vwoutsignal! - vwoutave!) / kk!)
iwoutsignal! = chan(CVAiwout)
iwoutave! = iwoutave! + ((iwoutsignal! - iwoutave!) / kk!)
vwinsignal! = chan(CVAvwin)
vwinave! = vwinave! + ((vwinsignal! - vwinave!) / kk!)
endtime = ? // capture the current time
wend
pclr 5, 17
// compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0
// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) - 273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763) // 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
vwout! = (vwoutave! * .0000763 / 5)
iwout! = (iwoutave! * .0000763)
vwin! = (vwinave! * .0000763 / 5)
store #$,
"MPitot(V),Static(V),Temperature(C),Voltage,V_wout(V),I_wout(V),V_win(V),Samples
", nl$
print nl$,
"MPitot(V),Static(V),Temperature(C),Voltage,V_wout(V),I_wout(V),V_win(V),Samples
", nl$
pitots$ = str(#7.4F, pitot!, ",")
store #$, pitots$
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statics$ = str(#7.4F, static!, ",")
store #$, statics$
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
store #$, temps$
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
store #$, batvfs$
vwouts$ = str(#7.4F, vwout!, ",")
store #$, vwouts$
iwouts$ = str(#7.4F, iwout!, ",")
store #$, iwouts$
vwins$ = str(#7.4F, vwin!, ",")
store #$, vwins$
samples$ = str(" ", k, ",", nl$)
store #$, samples$
print pitots$, statics$, temps$, batvfs$, vwouts$, iwouts$, vwins$, samples$, nl$
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7, 17
return
noteinputmenu:
answer3$ = "N"
while(answer3$ <> "Y")
print
input "Seconds to wait before each profile: " profileWait
input "Number of seconds to read data for: " datatime
input "Number of counts to move near wall: " r
input "Muliplier once off wall: " m!
input "Max step increment, in encoder counts: " maxcount
input "Number of profiles: " npros
input "Maximum total encoder counts (12800 per inch for 16:1/51200 per
inch for 64:1): " maxtotal
gosub suggest_vw
input "V_w? (Will round to the LOWER multiple of 0.016V): " vwireset!
print nl$, "Seconds to wait before each profile: ", profileWait
print "Number of seconds to read data for: ", datatime
print "Number of counts to move near wall: ", r
print "Multiplier once off wall: ", #10.3F , m!
print "Max step increment in encoder counts is: ", maxcount
print "Total number of profiles taken will be: ", npros
print "The maximum number of counts will be: ", maxtotal
print "The V_w for the following boundary layer profiles will be: ",
vwireset!
print "Does this data look correct?"
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
inputs: " answer3$, #1
wend
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// while loop terminates when user enters Y
store #$, "Seconds to wait before each profile: "
profileWaits$ = str(profileWait, nl$)
store #$, profileWaits$
store #$, "Number of seconds to read data for: "
datatimes$ = str(datatime, nl$)
store #$, datatimes$
store #$, "Number of counts to move near wall: "
rs$ = str(r, nl$)
store #$, rs$
store #$, "Muliplier once off wall: "
mults$ = str(#7.3F, m!, nl$)
store #$, mults$
store #$, "Max step increment, in encoder counts: "
maxcounts$ = str(maxcount, nl$)
store #$, maxcounts$
store #$, "Number of profiles: "
npross$ = str(npros, nl$)
store #$, npross$
store #$, "Maximum total encoder counts (12800 per inch): "
maxtotals$ = str(maxtotal, nl$)
store #$, maxtotals$
store #$, "V_w: "
vwiresets$ = str(#7.3F, vwireset!, nl$)
store #$, vwiresets$
return
specificnotes:
answer4$ = "N"
while(answer4$ <> "Y")
// 1 byte = 1 character
input "Enter Additional Notes (limit 80 characters): " note$, #80
print "You entered: ", note$
input "Is this correct <Y or N>: " answer4$, #1
wend
// while loop terminates when user enters Y
store #$, "Notes: ", note$, nl$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
return
suggest_vw:
pset 17
Te! = 0
input "What is the cold resistance (in ohms) of the hot-wire at 20 degree Celsius?
" R_inf!
input "What is the maximum speed (in m/s) the hot-wire will experience during
the gathering of boundary layer profile data? " U!
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input "What is the ambient pressure (in mm Hg)? " P_inf!
Ohr! = 2
alpha_20! = 0.0042
dia! = 0.0000038
// meters
L! = 0.00127
// meters
U! = U! * 0.1
Te! = chan(0)
T_inf! = (Te! * .00763)
// Kelvin
pclr 17
R_w! = Ohr! * R_inf!
T_w! = T_inf! + (((R_w!/R_inf!) - 1)/alpha_20!)
T_f! = (T_w! + T_inf!)/2
k_f! = 0.0239 + 0.000073189 * (T_f!-273.0) - 0.000000018982 * (T_f!273.0)*(T_f!-273.0)
T_ratio! = T_f!/T_inf!
rho_f! = 1.2929 * (273.0/T_f!) * (P_inf!/760)
nu_f! = (84.986+(7 * T_f!) - 0.0037501 * (T_f! * T_f!)) * 0.00000001/rho_f!
Re! = U!*dia!/nu_f!
// Approximation of Re^0.45
approx! = 1 + 0.45*log(Re!) + ((0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/2 +
((0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/6 + ((0.45*log(Re!)) *
(0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/24 + ((0.45*log(Re!)) *
(0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)))/120 +
((0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!)) * (0.45*log(Re!))
* (0.45*log(Re!)))/720
// Approximation of (T_f/T_inf)^0.17
T_rat_approx! = 1 + 0.17*log(T_ratio!) + ((0.17*log(T_ratio!)) *
(0.17*log(T_ratio!)))/2 + ((0.17*log(T_ratio!)) * (0.17*log(T_ratio!)) *
(0.17*log(T_ratio!)))/6
A_s! = 3.14159 * dia! * L!
V_w! = sqr((0.24 + 0.56 * approx!) * T_rat_approx! * k_f! * A_s! * ((Ohr!1)/alpha_20!) * Ohr! * R_inf!/dia!)
V_ws$ = str(#7.3F, V_w!, nl$)
print nl$, "The suggested wire voltage to set the hot-wire to is: ", V_ws$
return
///////////////// STARTUP SUBROUTINE //////////////////////
startup:
pclr 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is applied to all main
board/satellite outputs/ all logic 0 (false)
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
// Power off and logic 0 (false) for all CVArelated outputs
cbreak quick_exit
// goto quick_exit label when Ctrl-C pressed
error = 0
onerr quick_exit, error
// goto quick_exit if execution error occurs,
// error information stored in 'error'
lowbatvalue! = 5.3
// Initialize low-battery threshhold
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nl$ = str(\13,\10)
// a new-line string for formatting output
if (DFERASED = 0)
print nl$, "WARNING: data file not erased"
print "Enter Y to continue, otherwise program will terminate"
input answer$,#1
if (answer$ <> "Y")
stop
endif
endif
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////// QUICK_EXIT SUBROUTINE /////////////////////
// Control-C was pressed, OR error occured, exit gracefully
// Error List on page 144 of TFBasic Manual
quick_exit:
pclr 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is applied to all main
board/satellite outputs/ all logic 0 (false)
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
// Power off and logic 0 (false) for all CVArelated outputs
count
// Make sure background counter is off
call &hFD88,0
// flush output buffer to datafile
if (error = 0)
// error did not occur
print "Control-C Pressed, Program Stopped, Ready for Data Offload."
else
// error did occur
message$ = str("Error #", error / 65536, " @", #05H, error % 65536)
print message$
store #$, message$, nl$
call &hFD88,0
// flush output buffer to datafile
endif
stop
return
// Program will never reach this return
statement
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////BATT_CHECK SUBROUTINE /////////////////
batt_check:
pset 17
// turn on power to main sensors & batt
check circuit
sleep 0
// slight warm up delay
sleep 20
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
batvf! = 0
for k = 1 to 50
// 50 samples to be sure
sleep 0
sleep 5
kk! = k
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batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
next k
pclr 17
// turn off power to main sensors
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763)
// 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
if (batvf! < lowbatvalue!)
message$ = str("BATTERY < ", #.3F, lowbatvalue!, " V, SHUTTING
DOWN, V = ", #.3F, batvf!)
store #$, message$, nl$
print nl$, message$
call &hFD88,0
// flush data buffer
gosub stage_down
// move stage down
gosub shutdown
endif
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////// INPUT_TIME SUBROUTINE /////////////////////
input_time:
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
// re-input time until user enters "Y"
print
input "Year: "?(5)
input "Month: "?(4)
input "Day: "?(3)
input "Hour: "?(2)
input "Minute: "?(1)
input "Second: "?(0)
stime
setrtc
times$ = str(#02, ?(4),"/",?(3),"/",?(5)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0))
print "The time stamp is: ", times$
print "Does this data look correct?"
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
time: " answer$, #1
wend
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// NEXT_STAGE_PT SUBROUTINE ///////////////
next_stage_pt:
badmove = 0
// badmove gets set to 1 if stage fails to move
oldtar = target
if (iypt > 8)
// the wall is 8 ypts long
target = oldtar * m!
endif
if (target > maxcount)
target = maxcount
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endif
pset 18
//turn ON stage encoder power
sleep 0
sleep 20
// turn on background counting process to count encoder pulses
backcount = 0
count backcount
readrtc
// copy PIC time to ?-variable
starttime = ?
// PWM parameters--added 1/30/2013 for v2 to allow smaller steps
// on_time is PWM Duty Cycle as an integer percentage"
// where 10 = 10% and 100 = 100%"
on_time = 7
off_time = 100 - on_time
pclr 19
// set direction UP
//
pset 16
// turn ON stage motor power
while (backcount < target)
// PWM loop ...
pset 16 // stage pwr on
for i = 1 to on_time
next i
pclr 16 // stage pwr off
for i = 1 to off_time
next i
wend
pclr 16
// turn OFF stage motor power
sleep 0
// give stage time to come to a stop
sleep 50
count
// turn off background counting
pclr 18
// turn OFF encoder power to limit battery power drain
// done with stage move, update encoder total counts
totalcount = totalcount + backcount
// done with stage move, now at next ypt
iypt = iypt + 1
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// LOCHK SUBROUTINE /////////////////////////
// Ensure stage is at lower limit to start profile
// Check to see if stage is at lower limit, if not,
// try to drive twice more at most
// lower limit reached if PA4=0 when RB3=1
// upper limit reached if PA2=0 when RB3=0
lochk:
pset 19
lolim = pin(4)
pclr 19
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attempt = 1
while (lolim <> 0 & attempt <= 8)
message$ = str("lochk: Low limit not reached, lolim = ", lolim)
print message$
// for benchtop testing
store #$, message$, nl$
// store message to datafile
call &hFD88,0
// flush datafile buffer
gosub stage_down
// redrive stage
pset(19)
lolim = pin(4)
// low limit reached if lolim = 0
pclr(19)
attempt = attempt + 1
// increment number of redrive attempts
wend
return
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// PROFILE_HEADER SUBROUTINE ////////////////
profile_header:
//store and print header data for current profile
readrtc
rtime
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
store #$, times$
ipros$ = str(" profile no, ", ipro, ", ")
store #$, ipros$
lolims$ = str("lolim if 0, ", lolim, nl$)
store #$, lolims$
store #$, "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Temperature(C),Voltage,Encoder
totcnt,V_wout(V),I_wout(V),V_win(V),SDE Average (V), Samples", nl$
print nl$, times$, ipros$, lolims$ ;
print nl$, "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Temperature(C),Voltage,Encoder
totcnt,V_wout(V),I_wout(V),V_win(V),SDE Average(V), Samples", nl$
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// STAGE_DOWN SUBROUTINE //////////////////
stage_down:
// move stage DOWN all the way
pset 19
pset 16
sleep 0
sleep 1000
pclr 16
pclr 19
return
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// SHUTDOWN SUBROUTINE //////////////////////
shutdown:
//CLEAR OUTPUTS, just to be sure
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pclr 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is applied to all main
board/satellite outputs/ all logic 0 (false)
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
// Power off and logic 0 (false) for all CVArelated outputs
stop
// go ahead and stop, power-on but in lopower config
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// TAKE_PT_DATA SUBROUTINE ////////////////
take_pt_data:
//DATA ACQUISITION
//pause 5 seconds after move
sleep 0
sleep 500
//turn ON power to main sensors and slight warm-up delay
pset 17, 5, 7
sleep 0
sleep 20
//read & average main sensor
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
vwoutsignal! = 0
vwoutave! = 0
iwoutsignal! = 0
iwoutave! = 0
vwinsignal! = 0
vwinave! = 0
iwoutsdevave! = 0
iwoutsumOfSquaresAve! = 0
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
vwireset1! = vwireset! - 0.016
if (vwireset1! >= vwinsignal!)
while(vwireset1! > vwinsignal!)
pset 3
pset 1
pclr 1
pclr 3
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
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wend
else
if (vwireset! < vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pset 3
pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
while(vwireset! <= vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
wend
endif
endif
duration = datatime // seconds
starttime = ?
// Start Max Wait Timer
endtime = ?
// endtime used to calculate elapsed time
k=1
// number of iterations so far (used in
running ave calculation)
while ( endtime - starttime < duration )
k=k+1
// increment our iteration counter
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
vwoutsignal! = chan(2)
vwoutave! = vwoutave! + ((vwoutsignal! - vwoutave!) / kk!)
iwoutsignal! = chan(4)
iwoutave! = iwoutave! + ((iwoutsignal! - iwoutave!) / kk!)
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinave! = vwinave! + ((vwinsignal! - vwinave!) / kk!)
iwoutsumOfSquaresAve! = iwoutsumOfSquaresAve! + ((iwoutsignal! *
iwoutsignal! - iwoutsumOfSquaresAve!) / k)
endtime = ?
// capture the current time
wend
iwoutsdevave! = sqr(iwoutsumOfSquaresAve! - (iwoutave! * iwoutave!))
//turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17, 1, 3, 5, 7
//compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
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pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0

// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) -

273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763)
// 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
vwout! = (vwoutave! * .0000763 / 5)
iwout! = (iwoutave! * .0000763)
vwin! = (vwinave! * .0000763 / 5)
iwoutsdevave! = (iwoutsdevave! * .0000763)
readrtc
rtime
//DATA STORAGE
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
store #$, times$
pitots$ = str(#7.4F, pitot!, ",")
store #$, pitots$
statics$ = str(#7.4F, static!, ",")
store #$, statics$
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
store #$, temps$
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
store #$, batvfs$
encts$ = str(" ", totalcount, ",")
store #$, encts$
vwouts$ = str(#7.4F, vwout!, ",")
store #$, vwouts$
iwouts$ = str(#7.4F, iwout!, ",")
store #$, iwouts$
vwins$ = str(#7.4F, vwin!, ",")
store #$, vwins$
iwoutsdevaves$ = str(#7.5F, iwoutsdevave!, ",")
store #$, iwoutsdevaves$
samples$ = str(" ", k, ",", nl$)
store #$, samples$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
//PRINT TO SCREEN (for benchtop monitor/checkout)
print times$, pitots$, statics$, temps$, batvfs$, encts$, vwouts$, iwouts$, vwins$,
iwoutsdevaves$, samples$, nl$
return
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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BLDS – GT Pressure Probe Program
// BLDS-GT-CVA NOV 2012/ JAN 2103
///////////// DEFINITIONS FOR -GT-CVA (November 2012/ Jan 2013) HARDWARE
CONFIGURATION //////////////
// ... PA & RB digital inputs/outputs (PA0-7 map to 0-7 and RB0-7 map to 16 to 23)
// 0 PA0 i counter
// 1 PA1 o CVA--Vw step
// 2 PA2 i stage upper limit
// 3 PA3 o CVA--Vw stop/set
// 4 PA4 i stage lower limit
// 5 PA5 o CVA-- sensor ON
// 6 PA6 i rotary home if ON
// 7 PA7 o CVA--power ON
// 16 RB0 o stage power
// 17 RB1 o turn on 3 pressure sensors, LED, bat voltage divider, temp sensor
// 18 RB2 o encoder power... MUST be ON to count encoder pulses!
// 19 RB3 o stage direction
// 20 RB4 o rotary step
// 21 RB5 o satellite R power (also used for Conrad power)
// 22 RB6 o satellite L power
// 23 RB7 o rotary power
// ... AD12 12-bit A/D inputs (read with CHAN(**), **=0-10 (11 channels)s
// 0 AD12-0 temperature
// 1 AD12-1 R satellite probe differential, also CVA-- Vw in check
// 2 AD12-2 R satellite freestream differential, also CVA-- Vw out
// 3 AD12-3 battery voltage
// 4 AD12-4 R satellite static, also CVA-- Iw out
// 5 AD12-5 main static
// 6 AD12-6 L satellite static
// 7 AD12-7 freestream differential
// 8 AD12-8 L satellite freestream differential
// 9 AD12-9 main probe differential
// 10 AD12-10 L satellite probe differential
///////////// DEFINITIONS FOR -AV3b (through BLDS-G Dec 2009) HARDWARE
CONFIGURATION //////////////
// ... PA & RB digital inputs/outputs (PA0-7 map to 0-7 and RB0-7 map to 16 to 23)
// 0 PA0 i counter
// 1 PA1 o turn on 3 pressure sensors, LED, bat voltage divider, temp sensor
// 2 PA2 o stage power
// 3 PA3 o satellite R power (also used for Conrad power)
// 4 PA4 o stage direction AND rotary step
// 5 PA5 i rotary home if ON
// 6 PA6 i stage lower limit
// 7 PA7 i stage upper limit
// 16 RB0
// 17 RB1 o satellite L power
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// 18 RB2
// 19 RB3 o rotary power... also, rotary home encoder power
// 20 RB4
// 21 RB5 o encoder power... MUST be ON to count encoder pulses!
// 22 RB6
// 23 RB7 o stage extra power (smaller resistor for current limit)
// ... AD12 12-bit A/D inputs (read with CHAN(**), **=0-10 (11 channels))
// 0 AD12-0 main static
// 1 AD12-1 R satellite probe differential
// 2 AD12-2 R satellite freestream differential
// 3 AD12-3 battery voltage
// 4 AD12-4 R satellite static
// 5 AD12-5 main freestream differential
// 6 AD12-6 L satellite static
// 7 AD12-7 temperature
// 8 AD12-8 L satellite freestream differential
// 9 AD12-9 main probe differential
// 10 AD12-10 L satellite probe differential
// Enter startup subroutines here
print
print "*** BLDS_GT_7x10_v1_2013-07-01 JUL 2013 ***"
gosub startup
gosub batt_check
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
print "Battery voltage: " , batvfs$, nl$
store #$, "Program Version: BLDS_GT_7x10_v1_2013-01-29 ", nl$
gosub input_time
// Time Initialization
gosub mainmenu
gosub shutdown
mainmenu:
choice1$ = "N"
while (choice1$<> "3") // loop main menu until user exits
gosub printmainmenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice1$, #1
if (choice1$ = "1")
gosub taskmenu
else
if (choice1$ = "2")
gosub generalnoteinput
else
if (choice1$ = "3")
print "Exiting..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid choice! Please re-enter."
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endif
endif
endif
wend
// while loop terminated, Menu choice "3" was entered by user
return
printmainmenu:
print nl$, "Main Menu"
print " 1) Task Menu"
print " 2) Add General Notes"
print " 3) Exit Program"
return
generalnoteinput:
answer1$ = "N"
while (answer1$ <> "Y")
// 1 byte = 1 character
input "Enter General Notes (limit 80 characters): " generalnote$, #80
print "You entered: ", generalnote$
input "Is this correct? <Y or N>: " answer1$, #1
wend
// while loop terminates when user enters Y
store #$, "General Notes: ", generalnote$, nl$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
return
taskmenu:
choice2$ = "N"
while (choice2$ <> "7") // loop task menu until user exits
gosub printtaskmenu
input "Menu Choice: " choice2$, #1
if (choice2$ = "1")
gosub batterycheck
else
if (choice2$ = "2")
gosub freestream
else
if (choice2$ = "3")
gosub windoff
else
if (choice2$ = "4")
gosub hotwireprofile
else
if (choice2$ = "5")
gosub hotwirecalibration
else
if (choice2$ = "6")
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gosub specificnotes
else
if (choice2$ = "7")
print "Exiting task
menu..."
else
print nl$, "Invalid
Choice! Please re-enter."
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
wend
return
printtaskmenu:
print nl$, "Task Menu"
print " 1) Battery Check (stored)"
print " 2) Freestream Check for 5 seconds (NOT stored)"
print " 3) Take Pressure Windoff Data for 5 seconds (stored)"
print " 4) Take Pressure Profile (stored)"
print " 5) Hot-Wire Calibration (stored)"
print " 6) Notes (stored)"
print " 7) Exit Task Menu"
return
batterycheck:
print "Battery Check (stored)", nl$
gosub batt_check
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
print "Battery voltage: " , batvfs$, nl$
store #$, "Battery Voltage = "
store #$, batvfs$ ,nl$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
return
freestream:
print "FreeStream Data (NOT stored)", nl$
//DATA ACQUISITION
//turn ON power to main sensors and slight warm-up delay
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
// from user get rate to test sensors
answer$ = "N"
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while (answer$ <> "Y")
input "Sensor read rate in reads/second: " readrate
print "You entered ", readrate
print "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input"
input answer$, #1
wend
sleeptime = 1.0 / float(readrate) * 100 // will give sleep time in centiseconds
iterations = readrate*5
//read & average main sensor
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
// Sample for 5 second
for k = 1 to iterations
sleep 0
sleep sleeptime
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
next k
//turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
//compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0
// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) - 273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763) // 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
readrtc
rtime
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
statics$ = str(#7.3F, static!, ",")
pitots$ = str(#7.3F, pitot!, ",")
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
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//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
//PRINT TO SCREEN (for benchtop monitor/checkout)
print "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Temp(C),BatVolt,", nl$
print times$, pitots$, statics$, temps$, batvfs$, nl$
return
windoff:
store #$, "Wind-Off Data", nl$
print "Wind-Off Data (stored)", nl$
//DATA ACQUISITION
//turn ON power to main sensors and slight warm-up delay
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
// from user get rate to test sensors
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
input "Sensor read rate in reads/second: " readrate
print "You entered ", readrate
print "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
input"
input answer$, #1
wend
sleeptime = 1.0 / float(readrate) * 100 // will give sleep time in centiseconds
iterations = readrate*5
//read & average main sensor
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
prestonsignal! = 0
prestonave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
// Take data for 5 seconds
for k = 1 to iterations
sleep 0
sleep sleeptime
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
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prestonsignal! = chan(9)
prestonave! = prestonave! + ((prestonsignal! - prestonave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
next k
//turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
//compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
preston! = (prestonave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0
// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) - 273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763) // 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
readrtc
rtime
//DATA STORAGE
store #$, "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Preston(V),Temp(C),BatVolt", nl$
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
store #$, times$
pitots$ = str(#7.3F, pitot!, ",")
store #$, pitots$
statics$ = str(#7.3F, static!, ",")
store #$, statics$
prestons$ = str(#7.3F, preston!, ",")
store #$, prestons$
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
store #$, temps$
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",", nl$)
store #$, batvfs$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
//PRINT TO SCREEN (for benchtop monitor/checkout)
print "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Preston(V),Temperature(K),Voltage, ", nl$
print times$, pitots$, statics$, prestons$, temps$, batvfs$, nl$
return
hotwireprofile:
store #$, "Pressure Profile Data", nl$
print "Pressure Data (stored)", nl$
choice3$ = "Y"
gosub noteinputmenu
while (choice3$ = "Y")
for ipro = 1 to npros
// initialize profile variables
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iypt = 0
totalcount = 0
target = r
// ensure stage is at lower limit
gosub lochk
// print header for current profile
gosub profile_header
while (totalcount < maxtotal)
gosub take_pt_data
// LO-BATTERY CHECK
if (batvf! < lowbatvalue!)

// less than 5.5 Volts, do

thorough check
gosub batt_check
endif
// move stage to next ypt
gosub next_stage_pt
if (badmove = 1)

// if stage fails to

move...
totalcount = maxtotal

// exit while loop

ipro = ipro - 1

// redo current profile

early
endif
wend
// move stage all the way down for next profile or finish
gosub stage_down
next ipro
gosub do_over
choice3$ = answer2$
wend
// While loop terminates when user enters a value that is not Y
return
hotwirecalibration:
store #$, "Calibration Data", nl$
print "Hot-Wire Calibration (stored)", nl$
CVAvwout = 2
CVAiwout = 4
CVAvwin = 1
pset 7
sleep 0
sleep 20
// initialize sensor variables
vwoutsignal! = 0
vwoutave! = 0
iwoutsignal! = 0
iwoutave! = 0
vwinsignal! = 0
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vwinave! = 0
input "What V_w would you like to calibrate at?: " vwireset!
vwiresets$ = str(#7.3F, vwireset!)
store #$, "V_w = ", vwiresets$, nl$
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
vwireset1! = vwireset! - 0.016
if (vwireset1! >= vwinsignal!)
while(vwireset1! > vwinsignal!)
pset 3
pset 1
pclr 1
pclr 3
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
print vwinsignal!
wend
else
if (vwireset! < vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pset 3
pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
while(vwireset! <= vwinsignal!)
pset 1
pclr 1
vwinsignal! = chan(1)
vwinsignal! = (vwinsignal! * .0000763 / 5)
wend
endif
endif
pclr 1, 3
answer$ = "Y"
while (answer$ <> "N")
answer4$ = "N"
while (answer4$ <> "Y")
// 1 byte = 1 character
input "Enter calibration notes (limit 80 characters): " note$, #80
print "You entered: ", note$
input "Is this correct <Y or N>: " answer4$, #1
wend
store #$, "Notes: ", note$, nl$
duration = 5 // seconds
starttime = ? // Start Max Wait Timer
endtime = ? // endtime used to calculate elapsed time
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k=1

// number of iterations so far (used in running ave

calculation)
pset 5
sleep 0
sleep 20
while ( endtime - starttime < duration )
// read & average main sensors
kk! = k
vwoutsignal! = chan(CVAvwout)
vwoutave! = vwoutave! + ((vwoutsignal! - vwoutave!) / kk!)
iwoutsignal! = chan(CVAiwout)
iwoutave! = iwoutave! + ((iwoutsignal! - iwoutave!) / kk!)
vwsignal! = chan(CVAvwin)
vwinave! = vwinave! + ((vwsignal! - vwinave!) / kk!)
k=k+1
// increment our iteration counter
endtime = ?
// capture the current time
wend
pclr 5
// compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
vwout! = (vwoutave! * .0000763 / 5)
iwout! = (iwoutave! * .0000763 * 24)
vwin! = (vwinave! * .0000763 / 5)
// print data to screen
print
print "V_wout (V) = ", vwout!
print "I_wout (mA) = ", iwout!
print "V_win (V) = ", vwin!
vwouts$ = str(#7.3F, vwout!, ",")
iwouts$ = str(#7.3F, iwout!, ",")
vwins$ = str(#7.3F, vwin!, ",", nl$)
store #$, "V_wout(V),I_wout(mA),V_win(V)", nl$
store #$, vwouts$
store #$, iwouts$
store #$, vwins$
input "Would you like to take more calibration data <Y or N>: " answer$,
#1
wend
store #$, "End Calibration Data", nl$
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
return
noteinputmenu:
answer3$ = "N"
while(answer3$ <> "Y")
print
input "Seconds to wait before each profile: " profileWait
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input "Number of reads/second: " readrate
input "Number of seconds to read data for: " datatime
input "Number of counts to move near wall: " r
input "Muliplier once off wall: " m!
input "Max step increment, in encoder counts: " maxcount
input "Number of profiles: " npros
input "Maximum total encoder counts (12800 per inch for 16:1/51200 per
inch for 64:1): " maxtotal
print nl$, "Seconds to wait before each profile: ", profileWait
print "Number of reads/second: ", readrate
print "Number of seconds to read data for: ", datatime
print "Number of counts to move near wall: ", r
print "Multiplier once off wall: ", #10.3F , m!
print "Max step increment in encoder counts is: ", maxcount
print "Total number of profiles taken will be: ", npros
print "The maximum number of counts will be: ", maxtotal
print "Does this data look correct?"
input "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
inputs: " answer3$, #1
wend
// while loop terminates when user enters Y
sleeptime = 1.0/float(readrate) * 100
iterations = readrate*datatime
store #$, "Seconds to wait before each profile: "
profileWaits$ = str(profileWait, nl$)
store #$, profileWaits$
store #$, "Number of reads/second: "
readrates$ = str(readrate, nl$)
store #$, readrates$
store #$, "Number of seconds to read data for: "
datatimes$ = str(datatime, nl$)
store #$, datatimes$
store #$, "Number of counts to move near wall: "
rs$ = str(r, nl$)
store #$, rs$
store #$, "Muliplier once off wall: "
mults$ = str(#7.3F, m!, nl$)
store #$, mults$
store #$, "Max step increment, in encoder counts: "
maxcounts$ = str(maxcount, nl$)
store #$, maxcounts$
store #$, "Number of profiles: "
npross$ = str(npros, nl$)
store #$, npross$
store #$, "Maximum total encoder counts (12800 per inch): "
maxtotals$ = str(maxtotal, nl$)
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store #$, maxtotals$
return
specificnotes:
answer4$ = "N"
while(answer4$ <> "Y")
// 1 byte = 1 character
input "Enter Additional Notes (limit 80 characters): " note$, #80
print "You entered: ", note$
input "Is this correct <Y or N>: " answer4$, #1
wend
// while loop terminates when user enters Y
store #$, "Notes: ", note$, nl$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
return
do_over:
print "Input Y to repeat the just-completed task exactly"
print "Any other command will return you back to the previous menu:"
input answer2$, #1
return
///////////////// STARTUP SUBROUTINE //////////////////////
startup:
pclr 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is applied to all main
board/satellite outputs/ all logic 0 (false)
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
// Power off and logic 0 (false) for all CVArelated outputs
cbreak quick_exit
// goto quick_exit label when Ctrl-C pressed
error = 0
onerr quick_exit, error
// goto quick_exit if execution error occurs,
// error information stored in
'error'
lowbatvalue! = 5.3
// Initialize low-battery threshhold
nl$ = str(\13,\10)
// a new-line string for formatting output
if (DFERASED = 0)
print nl$, "WARNING: data file not erased"
print "Enter Y to continue, otherwise program will terminate"
input answer$,#1
if (answer$ <> "Y")
stop
endif
endif
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////// QUICK_EXIT SUBROUTINE /////////////////////
// Control-C was pressed, OR error occured, exit gracefully
// Error List on page 144 of TFBasic Manual
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quick_exit:
pclr 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is applied to all main
board/satellite outputs/ all logic 0 (false)
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
// Power off and logic 0 (false) for all CVArelated outputs
count
// Make sure background counter is off
call &hFD88,0
// flush output buffer to datafile
if (error = 0)
// error did not occur
print "Control-C Pressed, Program Stopped, Ready for Data Offload."
else
// error did occur
message$ = str("Error #", error / 65536, " @", #05H, error % 65536)
print message$
store #$, message$, nl$
call &hFD88,0
// flush output buffer to datafile
endif
stop
return
// Program will never reach this return
statement
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////BATT_CHECK SUBROUTINE /////////////////
batt_check:
pset 17
// turn on power to main sensors & batt
check circuit
sleep 0
// slight warm up delay
sleep 20
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
batvf! = 0
for k = 1 to 50
// 50 samples to be sure
sleep 0
sleep 5
kk! = k
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
next k
pclr 17
// turn off power to main sensors
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763)
// 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
if (batvf! < lowbatvalue!)
message$ = str("BATTERY < ", #.3F, lowbatvalue!, " V, SHUTTING
DOWN, V = ", #.3F, batvf!)
store #$, message$, nl$
print nl$, message$
call &hFD88,0
// flush data buffer
gosub stage_down
// move stage down
gosub shutdown
endif
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return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////// INPUT_TIME SUBROUTINE /////////////////////
input_time:
answer$ = "N"
while (answer$ <> "Y")
// re-input time until user enters "Y"
print
input "Year: "?(5)
input "Month: "?(4)
input "Day: "?(3)
input "Hour: "?(2)
input "Minute: "?(1)
input "Second: "?(0)
stime
setrtc
times$ = str(#02, ?(4),"/",?(3),"/",?(5)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0))
print "The time stamp is: ", times$
print "Does this data look correct?"
print "Input Y to continue, any other command will allow you to redo
time."
input answer$, #1
wend
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// NEXT_STAGE_PT SUBROUTINE ///////////////
next_stage_pt:
badmove = 0
// badmove gets set to 1 if stage fails to move
oldtar = target
if (iypt > 8) // the wall is 8 ypts long
target = oldtar * m!
endif
if (target > maxcount)
target = maxcount
endif
pset 18
//turn ON stage encoder power
sleep 0
sleep 20
// turn on background counting process to count encoder pulses
backcount = 0
count backcount
readrtc // copy PIC time to ?-variable
starttime = ?
// PWM parameters--added 1/30/2013 for v2 to allow smaller steps
// on_time is PWM Duty Cycle as an integer percentage"
// where 10 = 10% and 100 = 100%"
on_time = 7
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off_time = 100 - on_time
pclr 19 // set direction UP
//
pset 16 // turn ON stage motor power
while (backcount < target)
// PWM loop ...
pset 16 // stage pwr on
for i = 1 to on_time
next i
pclr 16 // stage pwr off
for i = 1 to off_time
next i
wend
pclr 16
// turn OFF stage motor power
sleep 0
// give stage time to come to a stop
sleep 50
count
// turn off background counting
pclr 18
// turn OFF encoder power to limit battery power drain
// done with stage move, update encoder total counts
totalcount = totalcount + backcount
// done with stage move, now at next ypt
iypt = iypt + 1
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// LOCHK SUBROUTINE /////////////////////////
// Ensure stage is at lower limit to start profile
// Check to see if stage is at lower limit, if not,
// try to drive twice more at most
// lower limit reached if PA4=0 when RB3=1
// upper limit reached if PA2=0 when RB3=0
lochk:
pset 19
lolim = pin(4)
pclr 19
attempt = 1
while (lolim <> 0 & attempt <= 8)
message$ = str("lochk: Low limit not reached, lolim = ", lolim)
print message$
// for benchtop testing
store #$, message$, nl$
// store message to datafile
call &hFD88,0
// flush datafile buffer
gosub stage_down
// redrive stage
pset(19)
lolim = pin(4)
// low limit reached if lolim = 0
pclr(19)
attempt = attempt + 1
// increment number of redrive attempts
wend
return
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// PROFILE_HEADER SUBROUTINE ////////////////
profile_header:
//store and print header data for current profile
readrtc
rtime
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
store #$, times$
ipros$ = str(" profile no, ", ipro, ", ")
store #$, ipros$
lolims$ = str("lolim if 0, ", lolim, nl$)
store #$, lolims$
store #$, "Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Preston(V),Temperature(K),Voltage,Encoder
totcnt", nl$
print nl$, times$, ipros$, lolims$ ;
print nl$,
"Time,MPitot(V),Static(V),Preston(V),Temperature(K),Voltage,Encoder totcnt", nl$
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// STAGE_DOWN SUBROUTINE //////////////////
stage_down:
// move stage DOWN all the way
pset 19
pset 16
sleep 0
sleep 1000
pclr 16
pclr 19
return
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// SHUTDOWN SUBROUTINE //////////////////////
shutdown:
//CLEAR OUTPUTS, just to be sure
pclr 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
// Make sure no power is applied to all main
board/satellite outputs/ all logic 0 (false)
pclr 1, 3, 5, 7
// Power off and logic 0 (false) for all CVArelated outputs
stop
// go ahead and stop, power-on but in lopower config
return
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////// TAKE_PT_DATA SUBROUTINE ////////////////
take_pt_data:
//DATA ACQUISITION
//pause 5 seconds after move
sleep 0
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sleep 500
//turn ON power to main sensors and slight warm-up delay
pset 17
sleep 0
sleep 20
//read & average main sensor
pitotsignal! = 0
pitotave! = 0
staticsignal! = 0
staticave! = 0
prestonsignal! = 0
prestonave! = 0
Te! = 0
tempave! = 0
batv! = 0
batvave! = 0
for k = 1 to iterations
sleep 0
sleep sleeptime
kk! = k
pitotsignal! = chan(7)
pitotave! = pitotave! + ((pitotsignal! - pitotave!) / kk!)
staticsignal! = chan(5)
staticave! = staticave! + ((staticsignal! - staticave!) / kk!)
prestonsignal! = chan(9)
prestonave! = prestonave! + ((prestonsignal! - prestonave!) / kk!)
Te! = chan(0)
tempave! = tempave! + ((Te! - tempave!) / kk!)
batv! = chan(3)
batvave! = batvave! + ((batv! - batvave!) / kk!)
next k
//turn off power to main sensors
pclr 17
//compute sensor avg voltages, battery avg voltages, & temp in C
pitot! = (pitotave! * .0000763)
static! = (staticave! * .0000763)
preston! = (prestonave! * .0000763)
T! = (tempave! * .00763) - 273.0
// 100.0 * (tempave! * 0.0000763) 273.0
batvf! = (batvave! * 3 * .0000763)
// 1/3 divider circuit in -AV3
readrtc
rtime
//DATA STORAGE
times$ = str(#02, ?(5),"/",?(4),"/",?(3)," ",?(2),":",?(1),":",?(0), ",")
store #$, times$
pitots$ = str(#7.3F, pitot!, ",")
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store #$, pitots$
statics$ = str(#7.3F, static!, ",")
store #$, statics$
prestons$ = str(#7.3F, preston!, ",")
store #$, prestons$
temps$ = str(#7.2F, T!, ",")
store #$, temps$
batvfs$ = str(#7.3F, batvf!, ",")
store #$, batvfs$
encts$ = str(" ", totalcount, ",", nl$)
store #$, encts$
//call to &hFD88 ensures that data buffer is flushed
call &hFD88,0
//PRINT TO SCREEN (for benchtop monitor/checkout)
print times$, pitots$, statics$, prestons$, temps$, batvfs$, encts$, nl$
return
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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APPENDIX E.

FUTURE WORK PART SPECIFICATIONS

AMETEK Rotron 90-AA3-126	
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